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Abstract

We are now in a mobile age where mobile communication devices are penetrating

rapidly into every aspect of our life. Mobile cellular networks have thus become a

popular research area for both academia and industry recently. This thesis focuses

on two important problems in cellular networks, namely performance evaluation and

energy conservation.

Energy conservation techniques in cellular networks, or "Green Cellular Net-

working" topics, have drawn a lot of attention due to global climate change as well

as economic concern of network operators. While energy saving can be achieved by

adopting renewable energy resources or improving design of certain hardware (e.g.,

power amplifiers) to make it more energy-efficient, the cost of purchasing, replacing

and installing new equipment (including manpower, transportation, disruption to

normal operation, as well as associated energy and direct cost) is often prohibitive.

By comparison, approaches that work on the operating protocols of the system do

not require changes to current network architecture, making them far less costly and

easier for testing and implementation.

One of such approaches is base station (BS) sleeping technique, which takes

advantage of changing traffic patterns on daily or weekly basis, and selectively

switches some lightly loaded base stations to the sleep mode (a special mode con-

suming minimal amount of energy as compared to normal operating mode). As

base stations account for a large proportion of energy consumed in cellular network,

this approach has the potential to save significant amount of energy as shown in



various studies. However, it is noticed that certain simplifying assumptions made in

the published papers introduce inaccuracies in performance evaluation. This thesis

will discuss these assumptions, particularly, an assumption that ignores the effect of

traffic-load-dependent factors on energy consumption by a comparative simulation

study. We show here that considering this effect may lead to noticeably lower benefit

than in models that ignore this effect.

On the other hand, turning BSs to sleep mode reduces total capacity of the

network. Therefore, it is important for the network operators to maintain Quality of

Service (QoS) with less number of active BSs in order to maintain user experience.

This thesis proposes a novel method to evaluate call blocking probability, one of

the QoS measures, in cellular networks with different BS sleeping patterns. While

most existing work uses computer simulation to obtain blocking probabilities in

cellular networks with or without BS sleeping, it is not scalable as large amount of

computing power and time is required for systems of practical sizes. This thesis

evaluates blocking probabilities of cellular networks with BS sleeping techniques

analytically by proposing a robust and computationally efficient analytical approxi-

mation technique under the recently established Information Exchange Surrogate

Approximation (IESA) framework. The basic idea is to model the network as an

overflow loss system, where calls arriving at a sleeping or fully-occupied BS are

allowed to overflow to nearby servers (BSs) for service. A new surrogate model

under the IESA framework is proposed to fit the features distinguishing cellular

networks from other overflow loss systems, including the locality feature that the

calls are only allowed to overflow to physically proximate BSs, and the user mobility

feature which could cause the set of available BSs to overflow for a call to change

during its service period.

By considering the mutual overflow effect between BSs and the unique features

of cellular networks, the proposed approximation method, Information Exchange

Surrogate Approximation for Cellular Networks (IESA-CN), is demonstrated in
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a wide range of scenarios to significantly improve the approximation accuracy as

compared to the classical Fixed-Point Approximation (FPA).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In mobile cellular networks, call blocking occurs when a mobile user (call) fails

to establish a connection with the base station (BS) to which it is attempting to

connect [9, 10]. It happens due to the unavailability of channels in the BS. Call

blocking probability is regarded as one of the most important Quality of Service

(QoS) measure for cellular networks as it is quite undesirable for user experience.

Network operators and researchers have spent decades minimizing the probability

of its occurrence. One of the efforts is channel borrowing mechanism, which was

proposed to improve the channel utilization and thus potentially reduce blocking

probability in cellular networks [10–12]. The basic idea of channel borrowing mech-

anism is to use vacant channels in nearby cells when a cell does not have the available

channels for incoming calls, subject to signal strength and interference constraints. In

recent years, the term “user association" has been adopted to describe the equivalent

of channel borrowing in newer generations of cellular network standards such as 3G

and 4G [13].

Different channel borrowing schemes would lead to different levels of system

utilization and call blocking probabilities. Therefore, performance evaluation of dif-
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Introduction

ferent schemes is desirable in order to determine the optimal scheme for a particular

network setting. Unfortunately, it is often not possible to analytically obtain the ex-

plicit result of blocking probability in cellular networks in practice due to the curse of

dimensionality. Computer simulation is therefore used to evaluate the performance of

various channel borrowing schemes (e.g. [11, 14–17]). However, simulation requires

a large amount of time and computing power if the system concerned is large. On the

other hand, analytical approximation is much more computationally efficient. This is

especially important when blocking probability evaluation is used as a module in a

network design tool for searching optimal solutions where computational efficiency

is key for such optimization procedures.

On the other hand, with the increasing awareness of global warming and envi-

ronmental consequences of Information and Communications Technology (ICT),

researchers and practitioners have been seeking ways to reduce energy consumption

[18, 19]. Cellular networks, as a significant component of ICT energy consump-

tion, have drawn considerable attention of many researchers from both academia

and industry [20–24]. Until recently, the design objectives for cellular networks,

since their introduction in the late 1970s, have been maximum throughput, spectral

efficiency and meeting Quality of Service (QoS) requirements rather than energy

conservation. Another motive for the need to find ways to conserve energy in cellular

networks is increasing energy bills for telecommunications service providers. Due

to the introduction and popularization of smart phones and tablets, which provide

services that involve exchange of large volume of data traffic and motivates new

high-speed (and certainly more energy consuming) mobile network standards such

as 4G LTE. As a result, expenses related to energy consumption now comprise a

large proportion of operating cost for service providers [23].

It has been estimated as of early 2013 [25] that ICT roughly accounted for

about 10% of global electricity consumption and up to 4% of global carbon dioxide

emissions (around 1 billion tons, approximately equal to that of aviation industry and
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1.1 Background

one fourth of emission by cars worldwide). ICT’s share in global carbon emissions

were expected to grow every year, and double to 4% by the year 2020 [26]. Another

figure shows that by the end of 2012, the amount of carbon dioxide emissions from

BS towers alone had reached 78 million tons, which is approximately equivalent to

emissions from 15 million cars, or 150,000 round-trip flights between Paris and New

York [26].

It is now widely acknowledged that cellular communication networks will have

greater economic and ecological impact in the coming years [21, 22, 27]. This issue

has been recognized as a matter for both the planet and the wallet. In view of this, an

innovative new research discipline called “green cellular networks", concentrating on

the environmental influences of cellular networks, has been emerged and attracting

many researchers. The term “green” is originally a nickname to dedicated efforts

to reducing unnecessary green house gases (e.g. CO2) emissions from industries.

For mobile operators in particular, another motivation and objective of the “green"

approach is to gain extra commercial benefits, mainly a reduction of operating

expense related to energy cost [22, 24].

However, previously, mobile networks, or wireless communication networks in

general, have been designed with the objective of optimizing coverage, capacity,

spectral efficiency or throughput [28, 29]. Clearly, this does not necessarily lead to

energy efficiency being maximized. Also, traditional facilities were mostly designed

to endure peak load and extreme conditions. Many of them are even dimensioned

with redundancy, providing extra capacity to meet possible peak load, and allow

for unexpected events. As a result, the system is significantly under-utilized during

non-peak hours, creating an opportunity for possible energy saving. It is worth

noting that traditional design objectives are potentially contradictory to green ones,

which makes green networking an interesting and technically challenging research

field. Therefore, a new networking paradigm is urgently needed so that existing

networks will maintain the same level of QoS while reducing the amount of energy
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consumed in the future [23, 24]. The second part of the thesis presents an extensive

survey of techniques aiming to improve energy efficiency of cellular networks. In

particular, the thesis presents a survey of a family of approaches called sleep mode

techniques, which reduce energy consumption of the network by selectively turning

off (or switching to a special low power consuming mode – “sleep mode") network

components or resources (normally BSs) that are not necessary to ensure QoS during

low-traffic hours.

1.2 Overview

This thesis deals with the performance evaluation and energy conservation in mobile

cellular networks. The organization of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2: Energy-Efficient Base-Station Sleep-Mode Techniques in Cellu-

lar Networks presents a comprehensive survey on BS sleep mode techniques in

cellular networks. The survey not only provides a detailed discussion on contribu-

tions in existing work, but also critically points out the areas that need improvement

such that the system models used in research work could be closer to practical

situations. A comparative simulation study is included in the survey to demonstrate

that the amount of energy saving achieved by BS sleeping techniques is affected by

different assumptions in energy consumption models.

Chapter 3: Overflow Traffic and Call Blocking Probability in Cellular Net-

works reviews relevant concepts and definitions for performance evaluation of

channel borrowing or user association schemes in cellular networks, including those

with BS sleeping technique enabled. First, the motivation for adopting call blocking

probability as a key metric to evaluate the performance of different schemes is pro-

vided. Then, the idea of modelling the system of interest as an overflow loss system

is explained and justified. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of existing

approaches to estimate the blocking probability are discussed.
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1.3 Contributions

Chapter 4: Blocking Probability Approximation for Green Cellular Net-

works with Selective Base-Station Sleeping presents a novel approximation method

under the recently invented Information Exchange Surrogate Approximation (IESA)

framework, which has been proposed to evaluate the blocking probabilities in cellular

networks with channel borrowing capabilities and BS sleep mode techniques. By

extensive numerical results, the new approximation method is shown to be robust

and scalable and to significantly improve accuracy over the classical Fixed Point

Approximation (FPA).

Finally, Chapter 5: Conclusions of the thesis provides a summary of the thesis

and points out some potential future research directions.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are threefold. First, a novel approximation

method is proposed to evaluate blocking probabilities in cellular networks by consid-

ering them as overflow loss systems. Second, a comprehensive survey on BS sleeping

techniques in cellular networks is presented. Last but not least, the approximation

method proposed is extended to scenarios with BS sleeping.

The contributions of this thesis are listed in the following in approximate order

of appearance.

• A presentation of a comprehensive survey on green technologies on cellular

networks, particularly, BS sleeping techniques to reduce the energy consump-

tion in cellular networks (Chapter 2).

• A comparative simulation analysis of the energy savings by BS sleeping

techniques in cellular networks with different energy consumption models

(Chapter 2).
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• Proposal of a new surrogate for cellular networks under the Information

Exchange Surrogate (IES) framework to facilitate the blocking probability

estimation by the proposed approximation method. While cellular networks

are shown to be significantly different from other overflow loss systems such

as VoD systems, we show that IESA framework can accommodate such differ-

ences by adjusting the surrogate system. This indicates that IESA is a versatile

framework that may be applied to various kinds of overflow loss systems

(Chapters 3 and 4).

• Proposal of a new analytical approximation method based on the proposed

surrogate to estimate the call blocking probabilities in cellular networks with

channel borrowing capabilities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

work to obtain a reasonably accurate and computationally feasible analytical

approximation of blocking probability in cellular networks with BS sleeping

operation and asymmetric offered traffic across BSs. The approximation

results based on the proposed surrogate is shown to be accurate in a wide range

of scenarios and remarkably improve over the classical method FPA (Chapter

4).

• Performance analysis for different approximation methods on blocking prob-

abilities in cellular networks with channel borrowing capabilities and BS

sleeping technique (Chapter 4).

1.4 Publications and submissions

My publications and submissions during my PhD candidature are listed as follows:

• J. Wu, C. H. Foh, C. K. Siew, and M. Zukerman, “Recurrent Leaky Bucket",

IEEE Signal Processing Letters, vol. 20, no. 12, pp. 1244-1248, December

2013 (not included in this thesis).
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1.4 Publications and submissions

• J. Wu, J. Guo, Eric W. M. Wong, and M. Zukerman, “Performance Analysis

of Channel Borrowing in Mobile Networks", Proc. 14th IEEE HK/Macau

AP/MTT Postgraduate Conference, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,

October 2013.

• J. Wu, Y. Zhang, M. Zukerman, and Edward K. N. Yung, “Energy-Efficient

Base-Stations Sleep-Mode Techniques in Green Cellular Networks: A Survey",

IEEE Communications Surveys and Tutorials, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 803-826,

Second Quarter 2015.

• J. Wu, J. Guo, Eric W. M. Wong, and M. Zukerman, “Approximations of

Blocking Probabilities in Mobile Cellular Networks with Channel Borrowing",

Proc. IEEE HPSR 2015, Budapest, Hungary, July 2015.

• J. Wu, Eric W. M. Wong, J. Guo, and M. Zukerman, “Blocking Probabil-

ity Approximation for Green Cellular Networks with Selective Base-Station

Sleeping", submitted for publication.
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Chapter 2

Energy-Efficient Base-Station

Sleep-Mode Techniques in Cellular

Networks

2.1 Overview of green cellular network approaches

There are various proposed approaches to reduce energy consumptions in a mobile

cellular network. Approaches in previous research can be broadly classified into the

following five categories.

1. Improving energy efficiency of hardware components;

2. Turning off components selectively;

3. Optimizing energy efficiency of the radio transmission process;

4. Planning and deploying heterogeneous cells;

5. Using renewable energy resources.

Approaches in the first category aim to improve hardware components (such

as power amplifiers) with more energy-efficient design (e.g. [1, 30–33]). The
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performance of most components used in current cellular network architectures is

unsatisfactory from the energy efficiency perspective. For instance, in the power

amplifier, the component consuming the largest amount of energy in a typical cellular

base station (BS), more than 80% of the input energy is dissipated as heat. Typically,

the useful output power is only around 5% to 20% of the input power [34]. Studies

showed that the potentially optimized ratio of output power to input power for power

amplifiers (power efficiency) could be as high as 70% [34]. Accordingly, substantial

amount of energy savings can be achieved if more energy efficient components

were adopted in the network. However, the implementation costs for doing so is

high. For example, a power amplifier module with 35% power efficiency for a

small cell WCDMA or LTE BSs (covering at most an area with 2km radius) costs

around $75 [35]. The cost will be even higher for a larger coverage or higher power

efficiency. Therefore, careful consideration in both operational and economical

aspects by network operators is required before decisions on hardware replacement

are made.

The second category covers approaches that selectively turn off some of the

resources in the existing network architecture during non-peak traffic hours (e.g.

[32, 36–41]). Approaches in this category generally try to save energy by monitoring

the traffic load in the network and then decide whether to turn off (or switch to sleep

mode, also referred as low-power mode or deep idle mode in some literature), or turn

on (or switch to active mode, ready mode or awake mode) certain network elements.

Unnecessary energy consumptions, for example, air conditioning in under-loaded

BSs, can be avoided by adopting such sleep mode mechanisms. These approaches

generally involve switching certain elements including but not limited to power

amplifiers, signal processing units, cooling equipment, the entire BS, or the whole

network back and forth between sleep and active modes [42]. Most often, sleep mode

techniques aim to save energy by selectively turning off BSs during “off-peak" hours.

As shown in Fig. 2.1, BSs consume the highest proportion of energy in cellular
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Fig. 2.1 Breakdown of energy consumption in cellular networks (Source: Voda-
fone [1]).

networks. On the other hand, dense BSs deployments today lead to small coverage

area and more random traffic patterns for individual BS, which make sleep mode

operations more desirable. Given that some components (e.g. a minimum number

of BSs) must always stay on to support the basic operation of the network, and

that the execution of the switch operation depends on fluctuations in traffic profile,

the reported energy savings are not as high as that of component-based approaches.

Also, while it is good to save energy, BS sleeping might negatively impact Quality

of Service (QoS) in the network because of decreasing capacity, unless specific

remedial solutions are adopted concurrently [13, 43]. Nonetheless, because sleep

mode techniques are based on current architectures, they have the advantage of

being easier to test and implement as no replacement of hardware is required and

the performance can be evaluated by computer simulation. A potential deficiency

of existing studies using this approach is over-simplified models and assumptions,

which will be discussed later in detail.

The third category of techniques deals with the radio transmission process it-

self. Approaches in this category work on the physical or MAC layer. Advanced
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Table 2.1 Comparison of Green Cellular Network Approaches

Approach Example Advantages Limitations
Improvement on
hardware compo-
nents

Improved power am-
plifier design; BS
site reselection and
relocation

Largest reported sav-
ings, direct and intu-
itive

Certain upper lim-
its for improvements,
high cost for hard-
ware replacement

Sleep mode tech-
niques

Selectively turns ra-
dio transceivers or
BSs to sleep mode

Easier and less costly
for testing and imple-
mentation

Trade-off between
performance and
saving, current mod-
eling not accurate
enough

Optimization in ra-
dio transmission pro-
cess

Cognitive radio
transmission, co-
operative relaying,
channel coding and
resource allocation
for signalling

Low cost, various ap-
plications

Trade-off between
performance and
saving, errors due to
uncertainty issues

Network planning
and deployment

Mixed macro, micro,
pico and femto-cell
deployments

Low cost to imple-
ment, user-oriented,
high potential sav-
ings

Introduces new prob-
lems such as radio in-
terference

Adoption of renew-
able energy resource

Adoption of re-
newable energy
resources such as
solar, wind, and
water power in BSs

Long-term solution
for off-grid BSs

High replacement
cost and limited gain
for existing on-grid
BSs

techniques including MIMO technique, cognitive radio transmission, cooperative

relaying, channel coding and resource allocation for signaling have been studied

to improve the energy efficiency of telecommunication networks (e.g., [1, 44–54]).

A variety of approaches have been proposed to efficiently utilize resources in the

time, frequency and spatial domains in order to achieve energy saving. As with

approaches based on sleep mode, this family of approaches generally does not re-

quire upgrading existing hardware components. However, measuring errors due

to complicated uncertainty issues such as noise and interference remains a major

obstacle for approaches to be actually implemented in real systems. Also, trade-

offs between energy efficiency and other performance metrics of the network are
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probably unavoidable. Based on information theory, four fundamental trade-offs

related to energy efficiency on wireless networks have been acknowledged, namely

deployment efficiency — energy efficiency, spectrum efficiency — energy efficiency,

bandwidth — power and delay — power [55, 56].

The fourth category tackles the problem by deploying small cells, including

micro, pico and femto cells, in the cellular network [57]. These smaller cells serve

small areas with dense traffic and low power-consuming cellular BSs (e.g., [32, 53,

58–64]), which are affordable for user-deployment and usually support plug-and-

play feature. In contrast to conventional homogeneous macro cell deployment, such

heterogeneous deployment reduces energy consumption in the network by shortening

the propagation distance between nodes in the network and utilizing higher frequency

bands to support higher data rates. The major constraint of these approaches is that

the extra small cells bring additional radio interferences as compared to conventional

homogeneous macro cell networks, and this may negatively affect the user experience.

Meanwhile, if too many micro, pico or femto cells are deployed, the saving trend

may even be reversed because of embodied energy consumed by newly deployed

cells as well as overhead introduced in transmission. Therefore, the number of extra

smaller cells, and their locations need to be carefully planned in order to reduce total

energy consumption. It has also been noticed that integrating heterogeneous network

deployment with sleep mode schemes can potentially achieve significant gains in

terms of energy saving [60, 61, 65].

The last category includes approaches that adopt renewable energy resources.

Compared to current widely used hydrocarbon-based energy resources which pro-

duce greenhouse gases, renewable resources such as hydro, wind and solar power

stand out for their sustainability and environmental friendliness [66, 67]. Telecom

manufacturers are planning to use solar power operated cellular BSs in underdevel-

oped areas such as Bangladesh and Nigeria, where roads are in poor condition and

unsafe, so that delivering traditional energy resources for off-grid BSs (e.g., diesel)
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cannot be guaranteed [68, 69]. Energy harvesting techniques, which exploit available

energy from such renewable resources to complement existing electric-operated

infrastructure, would probably constitute the long-term environmental solution for

the mobile cellular network industry. Deploying energy harvesting networks would

be especially ideal for those areas without mature network infrastructure. For coun-

tries with a well-developed infrastructure, however, the same question of embodied

and replacement cost arises as with component-based approaches. While service

migrates from the obsolete electric-operated BSs to the new energy harvesting BSs,

it is technically challenging to preserve fault-tolerance and data security without any

service interruption.

The advantages and limitations of each approach, are summarized in Table 2.1.

Generally speaking, green cellular networks are a relatively new area of research.

Most of the existing publications are based on ideal models. As the name implies,

the fundamental aim is to make cellular networks “greener" by reducing total power

consumption through the various approaches described above. For more information

concerning green technologies in wireless communication networks, the reader is

referred to [22, 45, 50, 53, 55, 70, 71].

In this thesis, we focus on the sleep mode techniques in BSs, and provide more

details beyond the coverage of previous surveys. As discussed above, because sleep

mode techniques do not require equipment upgrade, they have the benefit of low

implementation cost since replacement of hardware is avoided. In surveying the

literature, we have observed that studies on the applications of sleep mode techniques

to mobile networks made different assumptions on system and power models, e.g.

the effect of traffic load on energy consumptions. We discuss these inconsistencies in

the thesis and demonstrate that the benefits of sleep mode techniques are significantly

affected by the assumptions made.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides

recent facts and figures that motivate green cellular networking research. Then, in
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Fig. 2.2 Growth in the number of BSs (©GSM Association 1999 - 2015 [2]).

Section 2.3 we discuss energy efficiency metrics of interest with respect to BS sleep

mode techniques in cellular networks. Next, Section 2.4 introduces the potential

of savings, feasibility and the foundation of techniques for sleep mode in cellular

networks. Specific research and applications of sleep mode in various network

standards are discussed in Section 2.5, and performance comparisons of approaches

are presented in Section 2.6. Potential areas for improvement are discussed in

Section 2.7 and insightful remarks on future directions are explored in Section 2.8.

The survey is concludes with Section 2.9.

2.2 Facts and figures

2.2.1 Objectives of traditional mobile networks design

Previously, mobile networks, and wireless communication networks in general,

have been designed with the objectives of optimizing coverage, capacity, spectral
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efficiency or throughput [28, 29]. Clearly, this does not necessarily maximize energy

efficiency. Also, traditional facilities were mostly designed to endure peak loads

in extreme traffic conditions. Many such networks are even dimensioned with

redundancy, providing extra capacity to accommodate possible peak load, in order to

allow for unexpected events. As a result, the system is significantly under-utilized

during non-peak hours, creating an opportunity for possible energy savings. It is

worth noting that traditional design objectives are potentially contradictory with

green ones, thus makes green networking an interesting and technically challenging

research field. As a result, a new mode of thinking in network design is urgently

needed for existing networks will maintain the same level of QoS while reducing the

amount of consumed energy [23, 24].

2.2.2 Energy consumption of mobile networks today

As described in the previous chapter, it has been estimated as of early 2013 that ICT

roughly accounted for about 10% of global electricity consumption and up to 4% of

global carbon dioxide emissions [25]. A main factor contributing to the increasing

energy consumption is the prevalence of smart phones and tablets accessing cellular

network.

Smart phones were introduced around 2000. However, it was the success of

mobile operating systems such as iOS, Android and Windows Phone about a decade

later that finally helped them take over traditional feature phones. Tablet computers

became popular almost at the same time, when the iPad was released by Apple

Inc.. With the help of higher data transmission rate in 3G and 4G (and 5G in future)

cellular networks, smart phones and tablets enable users to perform many more tasks

than ever before when using cellular networks, e.g., streaming videos, downloading

and reading e-books, web browsing, and social networking. As a consequence, both

the number of mobile subscribers (4.5 billion in 2012, estimated 7.6 billion by 2020)
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and the amount of data traffic requested by each subscriber (on average 10GB per

subscriber per year in 2012, estimated 82GB per subscriber per year by 2020) have

increased explosively [72]. Also, more bursty and dynamic mobile data and video

traffic are replacing mobile voice as the dominant traffic in cellular networks. These

factors lead to significant increases in energy consumption. Manner et al. [73]

showed that, in order to provide the same level of coverage, an LTE network has to

consume about 60 times more energy than a 2G network.

More BSs, data centers and other network equipment are required to support the

growth in mobile traffic. Since BSs consume more than half of the total energy in a

typical cellular network, the increase in the number of BSs has a significant impact in

overall energy consumption [1, 74]. Relevant data (Fig. 2.2) show that the number of

BSs worldwide has approximately doubled from 2007 to 2012, with today’s number

of BSs today reaching more than 4 million [2, 3]. When cellular networks extend

to remote districts, or are deploying in developing or undeveloped regions, off-grid

BSs need to be deployed as no electrical grid is available nearby. Compared to their

on-grid counterparts, off-grid BSs may cost ten times more to run, as they generally

depend on fuel, which is a costly and unreliable power source [3, 22, 46]. On the

other hand, hydrocarbon energy, one of the primary conventional energy resources

that provides 85% of primary energy usage in the United States and releases large

amounts of greenhouse gases when combusted, is proved to be not sustainable and is

expected to be depleted in the foreseeable future [75].

The BSs serving small cells are known to be much less energy consuming

as compared to those serving macro cells. They have been deployed in densely

populated area or at the edges of existing macro cells to improve spectral and

energy efficiency. However, due to the tremendous deployment of small cells in

the foreseeable future, they will consume around 4.4 TWh of power by the year

2020, constituting an extra 5% of energy consumption of conventional macro cell

networks [58, 76].
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While the penetration rate of mobile phones in developed countries has exceeded

100%, in developing countries the rising trend is rapid and still far from satura-

tion [77]. For example, as of October 2013, China, the biggest developing market

for telecommunications, had a 90% mobile phone penetration rate, but only less

than 30% of population had access to 3G or more advanced networks, [78]. All of

these indicates a great potential for further growth of mobile data traffic and with a

corresponding rise in the trend of energy consumption.

2.2.3 Improvement on energy efficiency in user equipment

There have been significant improvements during the last two decades in the carbon

footprint of mobile subscribers. In the early 1990s, an average mobile subscriber

would be responsible for 100 kg of carbon dioxide emissions per year. This figure

had been reduced by 75%, namely 25 kg per subscriber, by the mid-2000s. How-

ever, since the number of mobile subscribers has dramatically increased, the total

carbon footprint is still rising despite this reduction in footprint per subscriber [79].

Meanwhile, the increasing number of subscribers also causes the total data volume

over wireless networks to increase approximately by a factor of ten every five years,

which is associated with a 16% to 20% increase in energy consumption [80].

The energy consumption in a cellphone, including battery chargers and user

equipment (UE, any mobile device used by end users to communicate), has been

reduced from 32Wh per day in the early 1990s to 0.83 Wh per day in 2008, with

a saving of more than 97%. The energy saving in UEs has made the energy con-

sumption negligible as compared to that in BSs. Nowadays, the main motivation for

further improving energy efficiency in cellphones is no longer driven by ecological

or economic impacts, but by the desire to have longer battery life and thus better

user experience [71, 81–83]. For example, extensive research has been carried out

on the energy efficiency of data and power consuming applications such as social
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networking and multimedia streaming, to improve battery life of UEs [82, 84, 85].

A comprehensive survey of energy efficient techniques for UEs can be found in [71].

2.2.4 Problems faced by mobile network operators

While energy efficiency in UEs has been significantly improved, the same work on

BSs, which consume the most amount of energy in mobile networks, has lagged

behind. As a result, mobile operators are paying even more for the cost associated

with the skyrocketing number of BSs.

The fact that energy costs comprise a large proportion of total cost justifies ongo-

ing efforts from telecommunication service providers to reduce energy consumption

in order to improve their bottom line. Figures show that their energy bills are now

comparable to their personnel costs for network operations, which range from 18%

(in the EU) to 32% (in India) of their total operating expenses (OPEX) [27, 79, 86].

In Germany, the electricity bill for mobile network operators is more than 200 mil-

lion euros per year [20]. It is predicted that the revenues for global mobile network

industry will start shrinking from the year 2018 onwards [87]. Apart from the direct

economic benefits, environmental and marketing reasons (better corporative image

can boost sales) are some of the other driving forces for telecom providers to take the

green initiative. Several telecom providers such as PCCW and Vodafone have been

taking measures to reduce their energy-related operating costs [88–90]. An analysis

shows that total energy per unit traffic declined by approximately 20%, and energy

per connection declined by 5% from 2009 to 2010, indicating that the industry is

making significant efforts and some progress towards energy saving [74].

Moreover, given concerns regarding carbon dioxide emissions, regulatory units,

not-for-profit organizations and environmental advocates have initiated joint projects

to reduce energy consumption in cellular networks, or at least slow down the in-

creasing trend. Nordhaus [91] demonstrated that reducing the global greenhouse gas
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emissions by a factor of 1/3 will generate economic benefit higher than the invest-

ment required to accomplish such reduction. Notable collaborative projects that aim

to reduce energy consumption in mobile networks include 3GPP [92], EARTH [72],

OPERA-Net [93], C2POWER [94], eWin [95] and TREND [96]. These projects

proposed advanced technologies such as effective utilization of spectrums, innovative

component designs, energy efficient network architectures, energy efficient routing

protocols, node selection protocols, and clustering techniques. The reported potential

saving is up to 50% as compared to the baseline of today’s network systems.

2.2.5 Importance of energy saving in older generation cellular

network

It is also worth noting that while we have reached the 4G (and beyond) era, 2G (GSM,

GPRS, CDMAone, IS-95, EDGE, etc.) and 3G (WCDMA, HSPA, UMTS, EV-DO,

etc.) networks are expected to coexist in the coming years due to their mature

architectures, business models and lower price to subscribe. Particularly, GSM is

expected to remain in the foreseeable future in developing or undeveloped countries

and remote regions where more advanced technologies are not cost effective to

implement [97]. Moreover, the older generations of networks could always act as

the “backup" network when higher standard networks are down or temporarily not

available.

On the other hand, plans of GSM spectrums refarming, which means to phase

out currently used GSM services and reallocating the vacant frequency bands to

wide-band network technologies such as LTE, have been announced by carriers. It

is considered one of the most cost effective solutions for better utilizing spectrums,

however, it is a time consuming process as it is difficult for carriers to shut down

their entire GSM network immediately without any service interruption to users
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(especially for global roaming users). For example, Verizon, a US-based carrier,

expects to work on the refarming process until 2021.

Therefore, energy saving technologies on 2G and 3G networks can still have

significant impacts on the overall improvement in the energy efficiency of cellular

networks for the near future.

2.2.6 Summary

In this section, we have presented the background, achievements and concerns

associated with green cellular network research. The increasing trend of energy

consumption in mobile networks will probably continue in the foreseeable future. It

will adversely affect our society in many ways unless adequate measures are taken.

Generally, the energy efficiency of UEs now draws interest from cellphone

manufacturers for the sake of longer battery life [98], while network operators

and policy makers are more interested in reducing energy consumption in BSs for

economic and ecological reasons. While the objectives and techniques for these two

constituencies are drastically different from each other, the rest of this chapter will

mainly focus on energy conservation in BSs.

2.3 Relevant energy efficiency metrics

Given various proposals to improve energy efficiency in cellular networks, a frame-

work to evaluate performance is essential to assess and compare different schemes [80,

99]. In this regard, energy efficiency metrics measuring at different levels have been

proposed by both academia and industry.
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2.3.1 Classical energy efficiency metrics

A classical and widely-used metric to evaluate the energy efficiency of telecom-

munication networks is Bit-per-Joule [100]. It represents the system throughput

(amount of information transmitted) for unit-energy consumption. It is still refer-

enced in recent relevant studies [101–103] because of its simplicity. The reciprocal

of Bit-per-Joule measurement, namely energy consumption per delivered informa-

tion bit, is referred as Energy Consumption Ratio (ECR) [104]. A close variant to

the Bit-per-Joule metric is Bit-per-Joule-Hz. Instead of system throughput (bits/s),

Bit-per-Joule-Hz uses spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz) as the basis for performance. It

is equal to the ratio of spectral efficiency over total power consumption [105].

External energy benchmarks, such as JouleSort ([106], which measures energy

consumption of a component or system), have also been proposed to assess the scale

of improvements in the energy efficiency of telecommunication networks. However,

as the energy saving in ICT draws global attention from researchers, tailor-made

energy efficiency metrics are needed to assess the improvements provided by various

approaches.

More recently proposed energy efficiency metrics provide effective means for

understanding, measuring, reporting, designing objectives and evaluating the per-

formance of energy efficiency of components, systems and networks. Energy

efficiency metrics on component- (such as power amplifiers), node- (BS or BS

site) and system-levels in mobile cellular networks have been extensively cov-

ered [22, 79, 80, 107, 108]. In general, a good metric should be standardized

to compare energy consumption of different units in the same class and provide

directions for possible research and development targets. Good metrics should accu-

rately reflect the energy efficiency, and allow for performances to be evaluated fairly

and objectively, but should not be so complicated as to be difficult to understand and

derive.
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2.3.2 Energy efficiency metrics on BS sleep mode techniques

For sleep mode techniques in particular, the fraction of time that the component or

BS spends in sleep mode (Tsleeping) over a certain period (Ttotal) is usually adopted

as an approximated estimate of savings achieved at component or node levels. It is

given by

Savings from sleep mode =
Tsleeping

Ttotal
[%]. (2.1)

Assuming a static energy consumption in active mode, zero energy consumption

in sleep mode and zero cost for switching between modes, the rough approximation

of Eqn.( 2.1) is used in various studies (e.g. [8, 109]). A somewhat more realistic

modification considers active mode and sleep mode, each consuming a fixed amount

of energy. The average power consumption during a certain period is then obtained

by

Ptotal = fsleep psleep + factive pactive[W ], (2.2)

where fsleep and factive refer to the fraction of time that the component or BS is in

sleep or active state, while psleep and pactive are the power consumption in sleep mode

and active mode, respectively [61]. The exact values of psleep and pactive depend on

specific implementations. For example, if the entire BS is treated as the unit to be

switched, psleep will be minimal as it only accounts for power consumption of the

signal processing unit for transmitting pivot signals, while pactive can be described as

the sum of fixed power consumption (including air conditioning, signal processing

and power supply) and traffic-dependent power consumption. Details of the two

elements comprising pactive will be discussed later in Section 2.7.

Another metric at the node level is the Energy Consumption Index (ECI) [107]

given by

ECI =
psite

KPI
[%], (2.3)
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where psite refers to total input power of the site (e.g. BS) and KPI (key performance

indicator) could be either coverage area or throughput. The ECI measures the

efficiency of power utilization for a BS. Lower values of ECI indicate better energy

efficiency. Energy saving achieved by sleep mode is taken into consideration in psite

as the input power decreases if sleep mode is adopted. A specific example of ECI is

the Energy Consumption Ratio (ECR) discussed in [110] (different from the ECR

discussed earlier, which is the reciprocal of bit-per-joule), in which KPI is taken to

be the peak data throughput. Another similar example is presented in [43], in which

energy efficiency is defined as spectral efficiency per unit of energy consumed.

At the system level, energy efficiency is generally measured as in average power

consumption per user or per unit area. An example is the performance indicator (PI),

proposed by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in [111], and

defined by

PIrural =
Total coverage area
Power consumption

[km2/W ] (2.4)

and

PIurban =
Number of users in peak hour

Power consumption
[km2/W ]. (2.5)

Performance in rural areas is measured in average power consumption per cov-

erage area because the density of subscribers is typically low, while average power

consumption per user is thought to be a more accurate measurement for urban areas

where density of subscribers is high. Higher values of PI indicate better energy

efficiency. The performance indicator PI and its close variants can be found in a

number of studies on sleep mode, e.g. [59].

Similar to PI, the Area Power Consumption (APC) measures the power consump-

tion in the area under consideration [110]. The area can be the coverage area of a
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certain BS (node level) or the whole network (system level). It is measured by the

ratio of power consumption to the area, i.e.,

APC =
Power consumption

Area
[W/km2]. (2.6)

A new metric integrating ECR and APC is proposed in [110]. Taking both power

consumption per unit and requested capacity into account, it is expressed as,

γ =
Power consumption

Requested capacity ·Coverage area
[W · km−2 ·bps−1]. (2.7)

For both APC and γ in Eqn.( 2.7), lower values indicate better energy efficiency.

For small cell network deployment, energy consumption gain (ECG) quantifies

the gain in energy savings in radio access network by deploying smaller cells [104].

It is defined by the quotient of energy consumption in large cell deployment divided

by that in small cell deployment, namely

ECG =
Elargecell

Esmallcell
. (2.8)

An interesting metric, called absolute energy efficiency metric, was proposed to

incorporate the cost in carbon footprint along with energy consumption [112]. Apart

from energy consumption and throughput, absolute temperature is taken into account

for its role in carbon emission. A logarithmic example called dBε is defined by

dBε =
Power/Bit Rate

ln2(kT )
[W · s/bits ·K], (2.9)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature measured in

Kelvin. It can be applied at the device, node or system level. However, this metric

is not yet mature, as the logarithmic relationship of [112] still requires stronger

justification, and no follow up research can be found so far.
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In addition to savings by going to sleep mode, various costs related to switching

between active and sleeping modes, e.g., cost of exchanging load update messages

between BSs, cost of handover between BSs, and cost of collecting traffic load

information, have also been considered in a few studies (e.g. [113]). However, they

are still measured separately so far. A unified metric may be preferable to assess the

overall performance of different approaches.

Zhang et al. [114] proposed a new performance metric to evaluate the energy

efficiency and spectral efficiency of cellular networks. The metric, called Generalized

Area Spectral Efficiency (GASE, denoted by η), is equal to ergodic capacity (denoted

by C) divided by the size of affected area of transmission, namely

η =
C

Area
[bits/s · km2]. (2.10)

It is somehow similar to γ (Eqn. 2.7), where the measurement involves capacity

and the size of the coverage area. The authors argued that the proposed metric

provided a more comprehensive evaluation of spectral and energy efficiencies of

wireless networks, by taking more elements of the network such as relays and

secondary transmitters into account. In cellular networks, secondary transmitters

refer to unlicensed users offered opportunistic access to the network.

Tabassum et al. [115]. proposed another area-based energy efficiency measure-

ment for two-tier heterogeneous cellular networks called area green efficiency (AGE)

The two-tier network is formed by a macro cell in the center and a number of femto

cells distributed around the edge of the reference macro cell. AGE is defined as

AGE =
Pm +Pn

π(Rm +Rn)2 [W/km2]. (2.11)

The numerator of Eqn. 2.11 is the sum of aggregated power savings by sleep mode

or other green technologies in the macro cell (Pm, 1st tier) and in femto cells (Pn,
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2nd tier). The denominator is the total coverage area of macro cell and the femto

cells, with Rm being the radius of macro cell and Rn the radius of femto cells.

2.3.3 Discussions and summary

The various energy efficiency metrics discussed above reflect the fact that energy

efficiency is a relatively subjective concept. It depends on the specific model (e.g.,

homogeneous macro cell or heterogeneous cells), the environment (e.g., rural or

urban) and the information available to compute relevant metrics.

The first question is the level of measurement. Normally, BS sleep mode

techniques involve turning off one or more BSs, so that component level metric

might not be appropriate in most cases. The choice between node and system level

metrics largely depends on whether the research is focusing on energy savings at

some specific nodes (BSs) or the whole network. System level metrics are more

appropriate when dealing with the overall performance and energy consumption of

the network, while node level metrics provide useful insights for certain parts of the

system covered by a single BS (e.g. most densely populated area).

Another concern for choosing a popular metric is the point of view. If mea-

sured from the service point of view, metrics should evaluate power or energy

consumption against QoS parameters such as throughput, capacity, or blocking

probability. Suitable metrics which are discussed previously include ECI, absolute

energy temperature and ECR (in [110]). On the other hand, when taking a deploy-

ment perspective of view, parameters such as coverage area, number of users under

coverage, and number of BSs are better measurements and thus should be reflected

in the metrics used. Therefore, metrics such as PI area power consumption, GASE

and AGE are considered better candidates. Finally, while classical metrics such

as bit-per-joule measure absolute energy consumption, metrics comparing energy

consumption with and without green approaches would provide insights on relative
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savings. The Fraction of sleeping time and ECG are metrics which fulfill such

requirements.

While heterogeneous deployment is becoming increasingly popular in cellular

networks, energy-efficient techniques including sleep mode in such networks have

also been intensively studied. Metrics focused on networks with heterogeneous

deployment thus have attracted much attention. These tailor-made metrics, including

ECG and AGE discussed earlier in the section, quantify the savings in macro and

micro or femto cells separately.

Most of the energy efficiency metrics discussed above can be used in parallel with

each other, if relevant data are available. However, the results may not be consistent

in all cases. It should be noticed that energy gains in one component or cell of

interest may be the result of energy loss in another component or in neighboring

cells. Therefore, when there are conflicting results among measurements of different

levels, system level metrics should prevail over node and component level metrics,

and node level metrics should override component level metrics [46].

A potential area for improvement in terms of measuring metrics is that QoS

degradation should be taken into account. Intuitively, while BSs are turned off for the

sake of energy saving, less active BSs will negatively affect total capacity, throughput

and network coverage and thus the blocking probability and delay would increase.

If the gains in energy saving are not enough to offset the loss due to a significantly

worsening user experience, it is pointless to implement such schemes.

Possible negative impacts brought by sleep mode on delay and throughput have

been studied in [116]. As discussed in [117] and [118], this trade-off can be ad-

justed by tuning some parameters such as guard interval and hysteresis time in

implementation. The energy-delay tradeoff is further investigated in [119] with a

discussion of impacts of BS control policies including close-down time, the number

of waiting customers for the BS to reactivate, and delay bound. It is shown that

energy is a decreasing function of delay in most cases. Therefore, it is necessary for
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mobile operators to find an acceptable balance between QoS preservation and energy

saving. In the EARTH project, the concept of utility function for energy saving

techniques has been proposed to assess the trade-off between energy efficiency and

user experience [107]. One of the proposed utility functions is

u = 100+(βEΛuE)+(βQΛuQ) (2.12)

where 100 is the utility of the reference system (before energy saving technologies

are applied), βE and βQ are the weights of relative importance of energy and QoS

measures, respectively, and ΛuE and ΛuQ are the energy and QoS deviations of the

assessed system from the reference system, respectively. It is still an open question

how to determine the most suitable values for βE and βQ, as well as which specific

parameter or combination of parameters should represent QoS (blocking probability,

throughput, coverage, delay or others) for different markets, thus providing network

operators with explicit objectives. A similar but more complicated system cost

function when considering flow-level performance and system energy consumption

is proposed in [120].

Another shortcoming of existing metrics is that they do not measure the “green-

ness" based on the source of power supply. This is actually important because

one of the practical objectives of green technologies is to reduce carbon footprint,

energy sources have different carbon emission levels. For example, a certain amount

of energy generated by a solar source should be considered “greener" than the

same amount generated by diesel. A metric incorporating this factor could possibly

evaluate the overall environmental effects of certain implementations.

Table 2.2 summarizes the energy efficiency metrics discussed in this section.

More general and comprehensive energy metrics can be found in the referenced

articles.
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Table 2.2 Energy efficiency metrics

Metric Level of mea-

surement

References Remarks

Bit-per-Joule Component,

node or system

level

[100–102] Classical metric

Bit-per-Joule-Hz Component,

node or system

level

[105] Classical metric

Energy Consumption Ra-

tio (ECR) (Joule-per-bit)

Component,

node or system

level

[104] Classical metric

JouleSort Component,

node or system

level

[106] External bench-

mark

Energy Consumption In-

dex (ECI)

Node level Eqn. 2.3, [43, 107, 110] Service point of

view, focused on

heterogeneous

networks

Fraction of sleeping time Node level Eqn. 2.1, [8, 109] Relative saving

Average power consump-

tion

Node level Eqn. 2.2, [61]

Energy Consumption

Gain (ECG)

System level Eqn. 2.8,[104] Relative saving,

focused on het-

erogeneous net-

works

Continued on next page
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Table 2.2 – Continued from previous page

Metric Level of mea-

surement

References Remarks

Absolute energy effi-

ciency (dBε)

Component,

node or system

level

Eqn. 2.9, [112] Service point of

view

Performance Indicators

(PI) for rural areas

System level Eqn. 2.4, [59, 111] Deployment

point of view

Performance Indicators

(PI) for urban areas

System level Eqn. 2.5, [59, 111] Deployment

point of view

Area Power Consump-

tion

Node or system

level

Eqn. 2.6, [110] Deployment

point of view

Generalized Area Spec-

tral Efficiency (GASE)

System level Eqn. 2.10, [114] Deployment

point of view

Area Green Efficiency

(AGE)

System level Eqn. 2.11, [115] Deployment

point of view,

focused on

heterogeneous

networks

2.4 Energy saving potential and technical feasibility

of BS sleeping

Before implementing sleep mode in BSs, it is important to estimate its potential

savings, and to establish its technical feasibility. One important technical concern is
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whether there will be any coverage holes when some BSs are turned into sleep mode.

In this section, we discuss the energy saving potential and technical feasibility of BS

sleep mode techniques.

2.4.1 Energy consumption breakdown in BSs

There are three key components in a typical mobile cellular network: (1) UE for

end users to access the network, (2) network switching subsystem to route calls and

data, and (3) BSs (sometimes referred to as BS subsystem or access network) for

commuting mobile traffic and signaling between the previous two components. As

discussed, BSs consume the largest proportion of energy in mobile cellular networks.

Power management schemes for UE, such as peer data sharing and load mitiga-

tion, have been extensively studied in view of the limited power supply in devices

like mobile phones and tablets [81, 98, 121, 122]. At the same time, mobile manu-

facturers have well optimized the energy efficiency of UE to deal with limited battery

power supply. Until recently, there has been little research on the efficient usage of

power in BSs, which are actually the major source of energy consumption in mobile

cellular networks. Only recently, researchers have discovered a significant potential

for energy conservation in the BSs, and research efforts on this topic have increased

significantly.

As shown above in Fig. 2.1, BSs are the main targets of sleep mode techniques

because of their large share in energy consumption and therefore, their potential

saving is the largest. The total power consumption of a BS is composed of fixed

(traffic independent) and traffic dependent parts. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the fixed part,

include air conditioning and power supply, and accounts for around one fourth of

total energy consumption. This amount of energy is wasted when no traffic is served

by the BS.
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On the other hand, the switching subsystem, consumes only a marginal amount

of energy compared to BSs, largely because of the huge number of BSs nowadays.

As a result, no significant research effort has been made to improve energy efficiency

in the switching subsystem.

Fig. 2.3 Power consumption distribution in cellular BSs (Source: [3]).

2.4.2 Traffic variation and prediction in cellular networks

It is evident that mobile traffic levels throughout a day or a week vary periodically

with the life patterns of mobile users. In the daytime on weekdays, people mostly

concentrate in business areas in a city and are more likely to make phone calls.

At night or on weekends, most people move to residential areas. Phone calls are

generally less frequent at night than during the day but larger amount of cellular data

is transmitted because more data-intensive applications such as social networking,

web browsing, video streaming and video chatting are more likely to run. Fig. 2.4

shows the weekly traffic profile of a network operator in Europe in 2012, classified

according to different applications including mobile e-mail, virtual private networks,
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peer-to-peer transmission, location-based services, video streaming, etc. [5]. It has

also been noted that the maximum-to-minimum traffic ratio is larger than five in

more than half of the observed real cases, while it could be over ten in 30% of

all cases [123]. This is consistent with our previous comments, and thus creates

opportunities for energy saving by turning off BSs appropriately.

Given that the traffic in a cellular network approximately fluctuates according

to such well-known daily and weekly behaviors, it is feasible to adapt the level

of active over-provisioning by switching some BSs to sleep mode in order to save

energy without noticeable impact on QoS. Cao et al. [124] identify different types of

regions within the coverage area of cellular networks. In ascending order of traffic

intensity, they are called coverage-limited, energy-efficient and capacity-limited

regions. The energy-efficient region, namely the region with medium traffic, has the

largest potential for energy saving through cooperative dynamic sleep mode schemes.

By increasing the density of BSs, the energy-efficient region can be enlarged so as to

make that extra savings are possible.

Fig. 2.4 Measured weekly traffic volumes of a mobile cellular network (Source:
[4, 5]).
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The traffic patterns in cellular networks have been changed since the emerging

of smart phones [84, 85, 125]. Many popular apps today such as Facebook (social

networking), Skype (Internet telephony), Twitter (microblogging) and WhatsApp

(instant messaging) all exhibit different traffic patterns as compared to traditional

mobile traffic such as voice, text messages, emails and web pages. Significant

changes in the individual packet size, burst size, inter-arrival time of packets and

streams, and behaviour in inactive periods imply that traffic trend analysis based on

previous generation of mobile apps may be no longer valid.

While real-time traffic information is relatively difficult to obtain, traffic predic-

tion techniques enable BSs to switch to sleep mode at quasi-optimal times based

on the forecasted traffic load. Given the cyclical characteristics of the traffic load

in cellular networks as shown in Fig. 2.4, predicting future traffic load based on

past recorded load is appropriate. An example of traffic prediction technique is the

Holt-Winter forecasting technique, which performs prediction of future values of

a time series based on properly weighted previous values, including seasonalized,

deseasonlized and trend components [110]. The prediction accuracy is usually mea-

sured by the Mean Absolute Error. Certain mechanisms, such as Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) models, have been proposed to improve the accuracy and decrease

the complexity of traffic prediction [126].

Li et al. [41] have also proposed a traffic forecast scheme based on transferred

learning expertise from historical periods or neighboring regions, by formulating

traffic variations as a Markov decision process. The proposed scheme is then utilised

to minimize the energy consumption of cellular radio access network with the help

of BS sleeping operations.
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2.4.3 Techniques enabling sleep mode in BSs

In order for the sleep mode techniques to function, BSs usually need to cooperate with

each other. A BS controller (BSC) facilitates exchange of traffic information between

BSs. If certain BSs are selected to sleep, the sleeping BSs release their channel

resources to active neighbors, while active BSs make use of obtained resources to

cooperatively provide extensive coverage to the mobile users located in the service

areas of nearby sleeping BSs. When doing so, QoS requirements such as outage

probability need to be carefully monitored as the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) changes

with the distance between the mobile user and its serving BS, and more blocking

events might occur due to insufficient capacity at the active BSs [127].

User association, as the word implies, means associating mobile end users with

BSs in an energy efficient way without coordination from BSCs. Users originally

connecting to BSs that went to sleep need to be associated with active BSs. This

process is required to ensure that the QoS does not degrade significantly during

BS sleeping operations. User association is determined at a much faster time-scale

than that of any dynamic BS operations, which makes them two separated problems

with potential aggregated gains. Simply associating a user to the closest BS may

be sub-optimal when the traffic distribution is inhomogeneous, because the closest

BS, if it is located in a low traffic area, may be preferable to be turned off [120].

Therefore, optimal user association, based on the location of users and BSs, average

or instantaneous received signal quality (SINR) as well as traffic load, is an essential

condition for sleep mode schemes to be advantageous [43, 120]. Significant efforts

have been made to optimize user association, e.g., Dufkova et al. [116] formulate

the problem as an integer linear program in a users-cells affinity graph.

Tabassum et al. [13] investigated the user association process in BS sleeping

operations. As compared to the conventional user association scheme based on

maximum instantaneous received signal power (MRSP), the authors proposed a new
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user association mechanism based on maximum mean channel access probability

(MMAP). In the proposed scheme, any user originally associated to a cell/BS that

went to sleep chooses a new associated cell/BS based on the maximum probability

that it can obtain a channel in the new cell. This probability depends on a number of

factors, including traffic load in active BSs prior to the sleeping operation, receiving

signal power strength, and cumulative interference power from neighboring BSs.

The authors showed that the proposed scheme and the conventional scheme both

have pros and cons in different scenarios, and suggested that a hybrid approach may

achieve best performance in terms of spectral and energy efficiency.

A technique called self-organizing network (SON), introduced in the 3GPP

standard (see 3GPP TS 32.521 for definition and 3GPP TS 36.902 for cases and

solutions) [62, 128–130], is intended to be gradually implemented in BSs along with

the 4G standards including LTE and WiMAX. It adds automatic network management

and intelligence features to the system, hence reduces costs, improves performance

and increases flexibility of the cellular system through network optimization and

reconfiguration processes. SON enables the BSs to adjust their own configuration

when necessary without human intervention, thus more operations such as timed

sleep mode, user location prediction and reverse channel sensing are possible in the

system [62, 130]. Sleep mode in BSs is one of the various applications of SON,

where BSs are enabled to act collectively to save energy by redistributing traffic and

sharing traffic information among BSs.

There have been many publications on energy savings in LTE networks based

on SON. For example, associations of BSs powered on or off can form collective

network elements based on SON [113]. Cell sizes and on/off states can also be

optimally adjusted [62]. In LTE, SON-based regulation schemes dynamically min-

imize the number of active sectors in each evolved Node B (eNB, equivalent to a

BS), and thus enable efficient energy consumption [130]. SON-based traffic load

redistributing strategies can also complement and support BS sleep mode techniques
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by intelligently balancing or concentrating traffic at appropriate times, resulting in

more BSs available to be turned off [131].

Cell zooming or cell breathing is a similar concept to SON but it provides higher

level of flexibility. As introduced in [6, 40, 132, 133], cell zooming is a network layer

technique adaptively adjusting cell size according to traffic conditions by adjusting

antenna tilt angles, height, or transmit power. It is much simpler than switching

on/off BSs from an implementation perspective [133]. It can be applied to balance

traffic loads and reduce energy consumption. When the traffic load in a certain cell

increases, the cell will zoom in to reduce the coverage area and therefore avoid

possible congestion. The “service hole" will be taken care of by neighboring cells

with less traffic, which are supposed to zoom out. A cell zooming server, which

can be implemented virtually at the gateway, or distributed in the BSs, controls the

cell zooming procedure. It sets the zooming parameters based on the traffic load

distribution, user requirements, and channel state information. In fact, zooming in

the cell coverage to 0 is equal to switching off the entire BS. Therefore, cell zooming

can be perceived as a generalization of the BS sleep mode techniques.

Heterogeneous deployment is now common in cellular networks. The ultra-dense

small cells are very energy consuming if not managed properly. Fortunately, the

underlying macro cells are able to provide coverage when the micro cells go to

sleep [134]. BS sleeping in heterogeneous cellular networks is thus both feasible

and desirable. More details concerning BS sleep mode in heterogeneous networks

will be covered in Section 2.5.

2.4.4 Summary

The fact that BSs have been designed to serve peak traffic leads to energy being

wasted during low traffic hours. Sleep mode operations exploit this opportunity by

turning lightly loaded BSs to sleep and to save the fixed part of energy consump-
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tion, e.g., air conditioning. Traffic prediction and estimation techniques help BS

controllers turns BSs off at quasi-optimal times when real-time traffic information is

not available.

Energy-efficient user association schemes, SON and cell zooming techniques

enable the cells to adaptively switch their state based on current traffic load, while

user association mechanisms ensure that mobile users find an active BS in an energy-

efficient manner when the originally associated BS is switched off. Macro cells

maintain coverage when small cells are switched off in heterogeneous cellular

networks. On the other hand, hardware operations such as optimization in antenna tilt

angles, height and vertical beam-width complement the aforementioned techniques.

It has been proven that turning off some BSs to achieve energy conservation while

preserving coverage is technically feasible. Therefore, BS sleep mode techniques

are justified as an effective method in green cellular networks research.

A summary of discussions in this section is presented in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Summary of techniques enabling BS sleeping

Technique Application scenario Key point
User association UE transfers connection

with sleeping BSs to active
BSs

Maximize efficiency in cap-
turing the impact of access
condition and channel infor-
mation

SON BSs adjust their own con-
figurations (sleep/wakeup)
upon change of shared traf-
fic information

Minimize the number of ac-
tive BSs subject to preserve
required QoS by BS coop-
eration

Cell zooming BSs adaptively change their
coverage area according to
changes in traffic condition

Optimize the performance-
complexity tradeoff of
zooming algorithms by BS
cooperation

Traffic prediction BSs predict future traffic
trend based on past record

Maintain accuracy by adap-
tation to changing traffic
patterns due to new usage
patterns

Heterogeneous
deployment

Macro cells remain active
for controlling while small
cells go asleep

Maintain optimal densities
for all BSs (both macro and
micro)
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2.5 BS sleep mode applications

In this section, we will discuss specific energy saving applications based on BS sleep

mode techniques. We will start with general design principles and methodologies,

followed by applications in different network standards and environments. The

integration of BS sleep mode techniques with other energy saving strategies will also

be discussed.

2.5.1 Design principles and methodologies

The implementation of sleep mode operations should follow certain design principles.

In general, the geographical location of BSs, coverage area of BSs, traffic load

(arrival/departure/handover rates and blocking/dropping probabilities), propagation

environment (signal-to-noise ratio, path loss or fading), and along with energy

consumption levels are the main elements that should be taken into account for

implementing and performance evaluation [132]. Methodologies in most existing

research involve either queuing theory/teletraffic or information theory, or both.

The relationship between the methodologies and the key elements is summarized in

Table 2.4 below.

Table 2.4 Corresponding relationship between methodologies and key elements in
sleep mode research

Methodology Elements considered References
Queuing the-
ory/teletraffic

Traffic load (arrival, depar-
ture, handover rates and
blocking rate) and capacity re-
quirements

[36, 41, 43, 103, 123, 135–
139]

Information
theory

Capacity, coverage area and
propagation environment
(signal-to-noise ratio, path
loss and fading, etc.)

[36, 43, 110, 132, 135, 136,
139–143]

Queuing theory and/or teletraffic consider the characteristics of traffic profiles.

QoS related measures are mainly based on steady-state parameters such as block-
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ing/dropping rate and data throughput. They can be derived based on given arrival,

departure and handover rates. When some BSs alternate between active and sleeping

modes, the transition probabilities among states are updated accordingly to reflect

the change in system conditions. On the other hand, information theory mainly

considers path loss and fading effects for evaluating QoS in various scenarios. For

example, if the signal-to-noise ratio falls below a certain threshold, the connection is

dropped. Ideally, the two theories complement each other to obtain a more complete

picture of QoS evaluation in the network [43, 135, 136, 139].

2.5.2 BS sleep mode in 4G cellular networks

4G form the newest cellular network standards commercially available today. Novel

features include possibilities for dedicated energy-efficient research exclusively ap-

plicable to 4G networks. For example, in WCDMA, HSPA and earlier (e.g. GSM)

network standards, both UE and BSs need to comply with certain minimum amount

of transmissions (e.g. pilot and control signals) even when no user data is transmitted.

Consequently, the entire BS needs to be switched off in order to achieve energy

saving, which is a fairly complex and costly operation. In 4G network standards in-

cluding LTE, LTE-advanced and WiMAX, individual transceivers could be switched

off whenever there is no data to transmit or receive [144]. This is done through the

introduction of the discontinuous transmission (DTX) and discontinuous reception

(DRX) and the multiplexing scheme deployed orthogonal frequency division multi-

ple access (OFDMA). As a result, some provisions for power saving protocols based

on sleep mode of transceivers have been proposed for 4G standards.

There have been proposals to lower the power consumption of LTE networks by

exploiting DTX and DRX schemes to switch certain energy consuming components

in UE or BSs into sleep mode during idle periods [3]. Basically, both DTX and

DRX reduce transceiver duty cycle while in active operation, but no packet is
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being transmitted. DRX focuses on the uplink transmission and the power of

UE [84, 85], while DTX works on the downlink and is therefore relevant to the

energy consumption of BSs. Here we focus on DTX.

Frenger et al. [38] introduced and discussed the feasibility of the so-called cell

DTX (where certain number of cells in a site are set to operate in DTX mode) in LTE

by only transmitting mandatory synchronization signals in a downlink radio frame,

leaving six out of ten sub-frames empty. In this way, the radio transmitter can be

turned off. They also compared the performance of the traditional cell micro DTX

scheme and of an enhanced cell DTX scheme. The enhanced scheme was claimed to

achieve 89% savings in a realistic traffic scenario compared to the scenario without

cell DTX while the micro cell DTX provided an energy reduction of 61%. In a

similar study, Wang et al. [145] proposed a novel time-domain sleep mode design in

BSs. By optimally selecting the number of active subframes in each frame according

to the traffic load, the energy efficiency in LTE networks can be improved. The

authors claimed that an energy reduction of up to 90% can be obtained at low traffic

load.

In [113], the authors considered the energy saving re-configuration based on

traffic conditions applied as an SON function in radio access networks. They further

proposed the concept of “energy partitions", namely, to form associations of powered

on and off BSs by a collective decision of network elements. In a more recent

work, Ghosh et al. [146] take traffic dependent energy consumption and penetration

loss into consideration in an LTE configuration. The authors integrate sleep/active

modes operations with optimization in antenna variables such as tilt, height, vertical

beam-width and transmit power, subject to constraints in the Signal to Interference

and Noise Ratio (SINR), spectral efficiency and user throughput.

Bousia et al. [147] proposed another power saving algorithm in LTE, which

switches off Evolved Node Bs (eNBs) not only based on traffic load, but also

according to the average distance of its associated users. The authors argue that
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greater average distance leads to greater transmission power, therefore this factor

has to be taken into account when deciding which eNBs to switch off. The proposed

scheme outperformed the random switching off scheme in terms of both absolute

energy savings and bit-per-joule measurements.

CoMP (coordinated multi-point transmission) is another feature of the LTE

standards which can also be utilized for sleep mode applications. It eliminates the

need for increasing the transmission power of active BSs to maintain the coverage of

sleeping BSs. An optimized approach based on CoMP is presented in [143] such that

the amount of power saving minus the extra power consumed in backhaul and signal

processing is maximized, by selecting an optimized set of points for coordination.

A stochastic analytical framework for BS sleeping in LTE networks with OFDMA

as the physical layer transmission technology is presented in [139]. The authors

extended the theoretical model quantifying the key metrics of the outage probability

(e.g., SINR) and the average user capacity in order to account for the effect of BS

sleeping, such that optimal energy saving can be obtained while outage probability is

held constant. Furthermore, a modified non-singular path loss model was proposed

for small distance between the user equipment and the BS, which is more realistic

for micro cells.

Dual connectivity is another new feature in LTE networks that could provide new

insights for sleep mode research [148]. It enables a mobile device to be simultane-

ously connected to BSs in different tiers, for example, a macro cell and a micro cell.

While the macro cells take the responsibility for frame control, sending pilot signals

and low-rate transmission, the micro cell can focus on high rate transmissions. This

dual connectivity allows longer sleep periods for micro cells as they do not need to

wake up every time to transmit control messages. It is shown that such functionality

separation scheme could increase the energy savings of sleep mode operations by

more than a third [149].
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Research on sleep mode in another 4G standard, WiMAX (IEEE 812.16 family) is

also widely available. Jang et al. [150] introduced sleep mode for mobile subscriber

stations and relevant power saving strategies. WiMAX enables a sleep window size

which dynamically changes adaptively to traffic conditions. If no traffic is destined

to a sleep BS during its sleeping interval, the interval (window size) will be increased

in the next active-sleeping cycle, and vice versa. By optimally selecting initial,

maximum and minimum window sizes according to different traffic types, remarkable

energy saving can be achieved without a significant increase in delay. Li et al. [65]

also compared the performance of the periodical discontinuous transmission (PDTX)

scheme proposed in IEEE 812.16m with other novel sleep mode schemes.

2.5.3 BS sleep mode in general cellular networks

In contrast to DTX and DRX in 4G, the entire device or BS must be perceived as the

smallest unit to be turned on or off in 2G and 3G networks. This has been studied

more extensively. The basic idea is that when some BSs are switched off, radio

coverage and service provisioning are assumed to be taken care of by the stations

that remain active. In this way, service is guaranteed to be available over the entire

service area at all times.

Saker et al. [151] first proposed an energy-aware system selection scheme that

splits the mobile traffic between 2G and 3G systems optimally; it can save up

to 10% of total energy consumption while satisfying QoS requirements. They

further proposed a sleep mode for either 2G or 3G systems. It turns out that in low

to medium traffic hours, large amount of energy saving can be achieved without

significant degradation in QoS. In a later study [152], they developed a generic

framework for applying sleep mode to mobile cellular networks, and proposed two

schemes. The first scheme is a dynamic scheme where BSs are put to sleep or

waken up based on the instantaneous number of users in the cell (the time scale of
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sleep/wake corresponds to minutes). The second scheme is semi-static where the

resources need to stay in a mode for some tens of minutes, or even for hours, in

order to minimize the sleep/wake commands. Their numerical results show that the

dynamic scheme led to much more energy savings in high traffic periods, while the

performance of the two schemes was comparable in low traffic periods.

There have also been discussions on practical issues for sleep mode implementa-

tion in BSs [117]. A guard period was proposed in order to avoid calls being blocked

when the resources are being activated (takes around 3-5 seconds). They also intro-

duced the hysteresis time, which keeps resources (such as BSs) on for an additional

period of time compared to the ideal sleep mode case in which the resources are im-

mediately deactivated after the traffic load falls under a predetermined threshold. The

introduction of the hysteresis time helps to avoid unnecessary sleep/wake switches

happen due to minor traffic variations. Based on their simulation and analysis, it is

concluded that both guard interval and hysteresis time would provide better QoS

while reducing the gain in energy savings. Elayoubi et al. [118] studied practical

implementation issues of sleep mode operations in an HSDPA network by means

of a Markovian model. By solving a set of balance equations, the authors derived

an optimal switching policy where energy saving is maximized while QoS is not

degraded.

BS sleep mode techniques have also been applied on real mobile traffic profile

to evaluate saving. Oh et al. [153] studied dynamically switching off redundant

BSs during periods of low traffic. This was done by analyzing temporal and spatial

traces of real cellular traffic in a part of Manchester, United Kingdom. The authors

estimated that, by sharing and rebalancing traffic between BSs, between 32 and

60 kWh of absolute power could be saved for an area of roughly 12 square km in

Manchester. The energy savings can be further translated to 200 to 375 metric tons

of annual carbon dioxide emissions or about $42,000 to $78,000 for the owners of

the BSs. They also suggested that cooperation between operators would be even
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more profitable, particularly in metropolitan areas where dense deployments are

required for every operator.

Marsan et al. [8] discussed different switching-off schemes in cellular access

networks. They compared different fixed switching schemes, each of which switches

off a different fraction of cells when the traffic falls below a certain threshold.

The results in the chapter indicated that for different traffic profiles, the optimal

configuration is also different. If the rate of change in traffic is high, then it is more

desirable to turn off a larger proportion of cells for shorter period of time rather than

turn off a smaller proportion of cells for longer period of time.

In a following study [154], the same authors discussed the possibility of cooper-

ation between multiple mobile operators, where the users of the sleeping operator

roam to the network of the active provider without violating QoS constraints. Sev-

eral strategies, including balanced switch-off frequencies, balanced roaming costs,

balanced energy savings and maximum saved energy are discussed. It is shown that

remarkable savings are possible if operators are willing to cooperate.

The same group of authors developed analytical models to identify optimal fixed

BS switch-off times as a function of the daily traffic pattern [109]. They compared the

cases of only one switch-off per day versus several progressive switch-offs (switching

off certain number of BSs at a time in increasing order of load) per day. They also

argued that when the number of switch-off configurations per day increases, the

complexity in operations will also increase. By analyzing both homogeneous and

heterogeneous networks, as well as a case study given by a realistic cell deployment,

they reached the conclusion that the extra energy savings gained by multiple switch-

offs over a single switch off are only marginal. Thus, they recommended that limited

efforts on the side of network management would be beneficial enough in terms of

energy saving.

Niu et al. [6] discussed the performance evaluation of centralized and distributed

cell zooming algorithms, and compared them with static configurations. The results
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showed that the centralized algorithm performs better than the distributed algorithm

(ignoring the overhead), while both of them outperform the static configuration.

Son et al. [120] proposed and verified a framework for BS energy savings that

encompasses user association and BS operations. A simple greedy turning on and

off algorithm is proved to perform close to the optimal solution. Badic et al. [104]

discussed the potential of energy savings by reducing cell size and including sleep

mode feature in an HSDPA radio access network. Reducing only the cell size would

reduce the ECR but does not change ECG, which can be however improved by

powering-off unused cells. It is concluded in the chapter that under constant user

density, the ECG is linearly correlated with the number of cells within a given service

area when BS sleep mode techniques are enabled.

Guo et al. [103] proposed three strategies for BS sleeping based on a queuing

model. The three strategies differ in how BSs detect incoming customers while

sleeping. The authors noted that a number of parameters including delay constraint,

BS setup time and pre-determined time length for sleeping would affect the perfor-

mances of different strategies. Particularly, if the cost of switching is high enough,

more complicated strategies may not necessarily outperform simple strategy even if

optimal switching time is achieved.

Network planning may influence the impact of BS sleep mode techniques. To

achieve optimal savings, the locations of BSs must be planned carefully. Parameters

including user density, coverage area of single BS, inter-BS distance, number of

active BSs and energy consumption are interlinked. Too high a density of BSs would

result in waste of energy while too low a density simply would not suffice. Wu et

al. [155] discussed energy efficiency planning of BSs in cellular networks that would

increase potential energy savings. An analytical method is presented to approximate

real performance in various scenarios.
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2.5.4 BS sleep mode and heterogeneous network deployment

As discussed in Section 2.1, heterogeneous network deployment schemes were origi-

nally designed to improve the spectral efficiency in cellular networks by offloading

traffic from classical macro cells. This may lead to increase in energy consumption

because of the extra cells deployed. Nevertheless, by introducing sleep mode in BSs,

heterogeneous cellular networks can now outperform traditional macro-cell-only

counterparts in terms of energy efficiency. During peak traffic hours, more energy-

efficient smaller cells can be deployed, replacing some of the macro cells in the

macro-cell-only network. Then, those smaller cells are turned to sleep during light

traffic hours when remaining macro cells are capable of maintaining throughput and

coverage [141].

For example, Ashraf et al. [39] studied the application of dynamic sleep mode

in BSs with pico-cell deployments. Heterogeneous network planning can improve

the coverage of the cellular network, but will likely result in even more severe over-

provisioning and thus consume more energy if the cells are unable to adapt to traffic

load. The solution proposed by the authors is to introduce dynamic sleep and wake

modes in the pico-cells. The result shows that the network with both macro-cells

and pico-cells, where the dynamic sleep mode algorithm is applied in pico-cells,

consumes less energy than the network with only macro-cells. Cai et al. [140]

proposed an energy model for heterogeneous cellular networks and a cross-layer

optimization method. Several pico cells (lower layer) are in the coverage area of

one macro cell (upper layer). The problem to solve is how to associate users to the

group of one macro cell and pico cells, so that energy consumption is minimized

after lightly-loaded pico cells turned to sleep. Similar models are also presented

in [110, 141].

Soh et al. [43] addressed inter-tier interference among multi-tier heterogeneous

cells. In their work, macro BSs are modeled by a Poisson Point Process (PPP) while
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users are distributed according to different stationary point processes. A Bernoulli

trial-based random sleeping technique and a strategic sleeping technique aiming

at maintaining coverage are examined for both homogeneous and heterogeneous

cases. The strategic sleeping, based on the activities at macro cell users, is designed

to maintain or improve coverage probability of users as in the non-sleeping case.

Numerical results show that random sleeping harms rather than benefits energy

efficiency of the system, as energy saved from the sleeping mode is not sufficient to

compensate for the decrease in coverage and data throughput. Strategic sleeping, on

the other hand, actually improves both coverage and energy efficiency. The authors

also showed that gains in energy efficiency saturate as the density of smaller cells

reaches a certain level.

Wildemeersch et al. [138] investigated how small cell access points (SAPs) can

play a role in enhancing the energy efficiency of heterogeneous cellular networks.

The sleep mode of SAPs actually corresponds to the trade-off between energy

consumption and false alarm rate. The authors note that bursty transmissions from

macro-cell traffic, due to user mobility, makes the duty cycling of sleep mode in

smaller cells more complicated. PPP is also used to model the locations of SAPs and

macro BSs.

Saker et al. [137] proposed a similar sleeping strategy where femto cells are

switched off when the cell itself is not heavily loaded and the macro cell can serve

the overall traffic without deteriorating the QoS. The work utilizes a Continuous

Time Markov Decision Process (CTMDP), in which states represent the load status

of each BS. Every user brings a certain load to its connected BS. Each possible

action for the state and transition probabilities is assigned a value of rewards/cost.

The cost function is defined as an increasing function of energy consumption and a

decreasing function of target throughput, a QoS measure. The switching operation is

added to the state space as a new dimension. Apart from the straightforward case

that BSs have complete information of its associated traffic, optimal solutions have
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also been found for partial traffic information (based on Partially Observable MDP)

and delayed information (by transforming their MDPs into equivalent MDPs without

delay).

In another study, Li et al. [65] proposed a clustering based power saving al-

gorithm for self-organized sleep mode in femto-cell networks. In the cluster con-

struction process, the leader of each cluster is first elected based on the sum of the

received pilot signal power and the distribution density, and then other femto BSs

determine whether they are to be attached to the leader on the basis of the pilot signal

power. The leader and members in the same cluster will then exchange information

collected by a sniffer installed with each femto BS. The member will only turn on

the pilot transmission and the processing if notified by the leader and the received

signal energy rises above a certain threshold within a predefined period of time. The

proposed scheme is shown to outperform other three main traditional schemes.

The locations of BSs, either macro or micro, in heterogeneous networks are

often assumed to follow a Poisson Point Process (PPP) [139, 156]. In this regard,

capacity extension by additional micro cells (increase density of BSs) and energy

saving by BS sleeping (decrease density of BSs) can be generalized into a single

optimization problem on the BS density based on the cost per micro BS. Cao et

al. [156] illustrated numerical calculation to obtain the optimal BS density for both

homogeneous and heterogeneous networks.

Huang et al. [134] considered a scenario where users in macro cells and micro

cells have different traffic patterns. They assume that micro cells serve hotspots with

higher traffic volume. Three energy saving approaches were investigated, including

micro cell BS sleeping and expansion/shrinking coverage of micro cells (similar

to cell zooming). The coverage and power consumption of macro cells are held

constant. Each approach is shown to be effective under different traffic conditions.

The crucial factor affecting the performances of different approaches is the traffic rate

ratio, namely the ratio of traffic rate per unit area in hotspots to that in non-hotspots.
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2.5.5 BS sleep mode and cooperative relays

The mobility of UEs in cellular network can be also exploited to provide coverage

when some of BSs are in sleep mode [157]. Specifically, the moving UEs can help

to migrate some of traffic from sleeping BSs to active BSs by acting as a relay.

This alternative and complimentary approach is more cost effective than increasing

radiation power from active BSs next to sleeping BSs, since typical relays usually

consume negligible energy when compared to BSs. Another benefit of adopting

relays is to postpone communication when an effective contact is available for

message forwarding. For delay-insensitive traffic, the compromise in delivery time is

worthwhile for savings in power consumption. Relay selection strategies involving

which, when and where to relay need to be optimized to minimize overall energy

consumption.

Cao et al. [124] introduced wireless relays in addition to sleep mode in BSs.

It is shown that, if the energy cost of wireless relays is small enough relative to

that of BSs, the system with wireless relays will outperform the one with pure BS

cooperation strategy. Kolios et al. [158] considered moving vehicles as relaying

nodes and propose a mathematical programming formulation for finding the optimal

forwarding policies that minimize the weighted sum of energy, delivery delay and

fixed cost of operating the BSs. The authors argue that when the traffic is more

delay-tolerant, it is more beneficial to exploit the relays to migrating traffic between

active and sleeping cells.

2.5.6 BS sleep mode and renewable energy resources

Renewable energy sources such as solar and wind are not available at all times, as

they are constrained by natural condition. Therefore, it is essential to distinguish

them from traditional energy sources when applying BS sleep mode techniques on

a network powered by both sources. When there is a lack of power supply, BSs
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operated by renewable energy resources may not be able to support its associated

traffic and might be forced to switch off. To overcome this possible shortage, energy

harvesting is a technique proposed to exploit renewable energy sources [83, 142].

Spare energy from renewable resources is stored and used when input power from

the source does not suffice. Furthermore, stored energy could even be used to

maintain the coverage of sleeping conventional BSs, thus reducing (more expensive

and unsustainable) energy consumption from traditional sources.

The design principle for energy harvesting is to save energy in conventional BSs,

and minimize possible energy outage in renewable energy operated BSs. In this

work [142], a greedy way of utilizing stored energy has been proved to be inefficient

and could lead to frequent outages. Instead, dynamic programming algorithms

based on the number of battery states in each BS have been discussed to optimize

network performance, given as a weighted sum of blocking probability and energy

consumption.

2.5.7 Discussions and Summary

BS sleep mode techniques have a variety of potential applications in modern cellular

networks. Certain applications have been adopted by mobile operators. Shutting

down the entire BS during low traffic hours is commonly seen in industry. For

example, the flagship network operator in the Caribbean region, Digicel Jamaica, has

reported energy savings of 23%, which is equivalent to a carbon footprint deduction

of 1.9kt or a cost reduction of $1.4 million by adopting sleeping techniques in

BSs [159].

Newer techniques such as DTX in LTE, are currently seen more in research

chapters than in actual operations. Nevertheless, feasibility of these techniques

has been proven, and the technology foundations for implementation are ready.
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Therefore, a large potential remains untapped as market share of LTE grows in the

future years.

Research methodologies are not significantly different among different network

standards, with the exception of techniques exclusively available in one particular

standard, e.g., DTX. Traffic load is always the major concern when deciding which

BSs to switch off. Accordingly, a method that has been found successful for one

standard, may be considered for other standards.

Heterogeneous deployment is expected to be more popular in cellular networks

due to denser traffic in hotspots. Therefore, research on integrating BS sleeping

with heterogeneous deployment deserves to receive more attention. Applying green

techniques such as BS sleeping, heterogeneous deployment, cooperative relay and

energy harvesting could take advantage of each technique, e.g., heterogeneous

deployment for higher spectral efficiency and cooperative relay for even further

reduction of power consumption.

2.6 Performance comparison

As discussed in the previous section, there are many schemes, protocols and algo-

rithms for reducing energy consumption in cellular networks by implementing sleep

mode or equivalent in BSs. In Section 2.1, we have illustrated the performance

comparison between BS sleeping and other green technologies. In this section

we compare the performances of the different approaches within the scope of BS

sleeping.

2.6.1 Static switch schemes vs. Dynamic switch schemes

There have been several comparisons between static (fixed) schemes, where the

number of switches in a certain period of time is fixed, and dynamic schemes, where
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the system switches as many times as necessary based on real-time or predicted traffic

information [6, 109, 110, 137, 152]. The results are generally in favor of dynamic

schemes or of increasing frequency of switching operations in static schemes. In

[6], both the centralized and distributed dynamic algorithms outperform the static

switching-off scheme (1/2 or 1/3 off). In [152], the semi static sleep mode prevails in

lower traffic hours while the dynamic sleep mode saves more energy under medium

to high traffic. In [124], the authors argue that the relative performance of static and

dynamic schemes depends partly on the traffic load of the system. They show that

in the coverage-limited (low traffic) region, offline static algorithms would be more

suitable due to the constraint in coverage requirement, while in the energy-efficient

(medium traffic) region, online dynamic algorithms are superior because the amount

of energy saving depends largely on instant traffic load.

Table 2.5 Comparison of BS sleeping schemes

Category Complexity Pros Cons
Fixed
scheme

Low Simple, least number of
operations

Cannot adjust switching
operations according to
actual traffic fluctuations

Dynamic
scheme:
central-
ized
control

High Switch optimally based
on traffic variation, high-
est theoretical savings

Highest overhead and
sniffing cost

Dynamic
scheme:
dis-
tributed
control

Medium Less overhead than cen-
tralized control scheme,
more theoretical savings
than fixed scheme

UE may not have suf-
ficient information and
power to achieve optimal
switching operations

According to [109], the amount of energy saving increases (although only

marginally) as the number of switching operations per day increases. Dynamic

schemes generally require more switching operations as compared to static schemes,

especially when the traffic pattern is unpredictable and highly fluctuating. Therefore,

another trade-off to consider is between more absolute energy savings in sleep mode
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and the cost of switching operations, which includes but is not limited to overhead,

transient time, delay constraint, extra power for monitoring and switching, and the

impact to the operational lifetime of BSs.

2.6.2 Centralized switching schemes vs. Distributed switching

schemes

While both of the centralized and distributed switching algorithms belong to dynamic

schemes, the fundamental difference between the two classes lies in which part of the

network coordinates the switching operation [6, 113, 160]. In centralized switching

schemes, the BSs take the coordination role to associate with the UEs. As BSs possess

more network real time information, this approach is advantageous in eliminating

possible coverage holes and dropouts [161]. The BSs collect feedback about channel

conditions and rate requirements from the UE in the coordination stage, and then

select which UE to associate according to available resources [137, 141]. In [65],

the proposed scheme is a hierarchical centralized scheme, where a femto server

with global knowledge of the network elects the leader in each cluster, which then

controls the on/off patterns of the members in its cluster.

In contrast, user-initiated association algorithms such as [116] can be classified

as distributed schemes. In distributed switching algorithms, no coordination from

the BSs is required. Every UE is responsible for selecting a BS it wants to associate

with according to the information about the network condition it possesses. It is

generally believed that centralized algorithms achieve more energy savings because

the BS subsystem has a more complete picture on the network condition than any

single UE, which leads to more accurate switching operations. However, the extra

overheads produced in the coordination stage of centralized algorithms need to be

considered when assessing the negative impact of the algorithm. Another advantage

of distributed schemes is lower outage probability under the same traffic intensity
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due to more BSs being in an active state [160]. Again, tradeoffs between energy

saving and QoS exist and need to be considered.

2.6.3 Summary

Fig. 2.5 is a typical figure showing the performances of static, centralized and dis-

tributed sleeping algorithms. Given the same outage probability, dynamic algorithms

controlled centrally save more energy than distributed algorithm, while both classes

of the dynamic algorithms outperform static schemes. A summary of comparison

among different categories of BS sleeping schemes is presented in Table 2.5.

Fig. 2.5 Comparison of different BS sleeping algorithms (Source: [6]).
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2.7 Practical issues and areas for potential improve-

ment

As discussed in previous sections, there have been a considerable number of studies

aiming at improving the energy efficiency of cellular networks by BS sleep mode

techniques. While the contributions and achievements made have been substantial,

certain deficiencies cannot be ignored.

2.7.1 Over-simplified models and assumptions

One common problem with current research in this area is that the system, traffic or

energy models are usually over-simplified and some of the assumptions made are

too rigid. Certain conditions that are unrealistic are adopted in the experiments. For

example, they include: uniform traffic distribution and arrival patterns in all cells

at all times, zero or constant delays in switching operations, unbounded number of

switching operations allowed in a limited period of time, energy consumption of BSs

only related to the state of the system (sleep/active), but not by other factors such as

traffic load. In fact, the activity levels of both BSs and associated mobile users are

limited to only two levels, i.e., active or sleeping (inactive) in most studies.

The negative impact on QoS when switching some BSs to sleep mode has also

been ignored in various publications. However, this must be taken into account

as one can always save 100% energy by turning off all BSs without regard for the

deteriorated QoS. This is especially the case in rural areas where the layouts of

BSs are sparse, so that the blocking rate will increase significantly as more BSs go

asleep [109].

Another important issue is that most existing studies assume that BSs are able to

alternate states between sleeping and active as frequently as possible. Although the

more recent BSs have already been designed for frequently entering sleep modes,
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most of the existing BSs in use today were designed for only occasional switch-on

and switch-off, otherwise the failure rate of components or BSs would be increased

dramatically. In this regard, the use of sleep modes for these devices might be

restricted [109, 161].

Meanwhile, a number of publications also implicitly assume UE does not have

mobility in their models. This does not seem to be the case in real mobile cellular

networks, where handovers (handoff) between cells are essential [28]. Another

important point which has been ignored, due to uncertainties and difficulties in

estimation, is the embodied energy consumption (energy consumed in the manufac-

turing, installation and maintenance process of the equipment), this energy actually

presents around 30% to 40% of total energy consumption for the lifetime of a cellular

BS [1, 86]. As discussed previously, it is possible to achieve larger energy savings

in a denser BS deployment by BS sleep mode schemes as the average transmission

power of BSs is reduced and more BSs can possibly be switched off under the same

amount of traffic. However, the embodied energy of a newly deployed BS adds to

the total energy consumption. This fact is contradictive from previous suggestions

that more energy savings can be simply achieved with a denser BS deployment.

Therefore, the optimal deployment of BSs to achieve maximum energy savings may

be different, depends on whether embodied energy is considered [86, 155].

The common differences between modeling assumptions and the real world

conditions are summarized in Table 2.6.

2.7.2 Case study: the effect of traffic load on power consump-

tion

The aforementioned assumptions can lead to inaccuracies in reported energy savings.

For example, the effect of traffic load is not negligible. According to Fig. 2.3, power

consumption related to transmission (power amplifiers including feeders) constitutes
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more than half the amount of power consumed in a BS. The rationale for energy

consumption dependence on the traffic load is that more power is needed for radio

transmissions when the traffic intensity is high. In the case of LTE, around 60% of

radio power consumption in a BS scales with traffic load as shown in Fig. 2.6 [7].

Fig. 2.6 Traffic load and BS power consumption (Source: [7]).

In fact, the effect of traffic load on energy consumption has been acknowledged

in earlier publications (e.g., [32, 38, 55, 56, 60, 61, 86, 116]), but largely ignored

in modeling until recently (e.g., [13, 41, 103, 141, 146, 147, 165]). Instead, many

publications adopt a simple “on-off" power profile where an active BS is assumed to

consume a fixed amount of energy while a sleeping BS consumes none or a quite

small fraction of that amount (e.g., [6, 8]). With the increasing number of micro, pico

and femto cells in the network, the increased volume of traffic and the adoption of

digital power amplifiers with large peak-to-average power ratio, the traffic-dependent

portion of energy consumption will become even more significant. [116, 166, 167].

To illustrate this effect, we have performed a Markov Chain simulation in MatLab

based on a 49-cell hexagonal configuration network model with wrapped-around

design (shown in Fig. 2.7) in order to assess the energy saving performance of
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dynamic and static switching schemes. The wrapped-up design eliminates the border

effect so that all cells are identical. For example, cell 1 borders cells 2, 7, 8, 14, 46

and 47 respectively. During the course of a call, it may be handed over to one of its

active neighbouring cells due to user mobility [168]. Each cell is served by a single

BS.

Fig. 2.7 49-cell hexagonal configuration network model with wrapped-around design.

The two traffic profiles use for simulation are an ideal trapezoidal traffic pattern

as shown in Fig. 2.8, and a real traffic profile shown in Fig. 2.9 derived from an

Italian broadband service provider [8].

The two switch-off schemes we used are a scheme in [8] which statically turns

off 6 cells in a 7-cell cluster off and a dynamic algorithm similar to the one in [152]

which determines the on/off status of each BS based on real-time traffic. Under the

dynamic scheme, when the number of users in a BS is under a certain threshold and

at least one of its neighboring cells is active, the lightly-loaded BS will be switched

off and its customers will be handed over to one of the active neighbors.
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Fig. 2.8 Trapezoidal traffic pattern.

Fig. 2.9 Real traffic pattern (Source: [8]).

The threshold in the dynamic algorithm is tuned to maintain similar blocking

probability as the static scheme. After much trial and error, we set the threshold

to 30% of the maximum capacity of each cell such that the blocking probabilities

of both schemes are around 0.5%. Our aim, as stated previously, is to compare

the cases with and without consideration to the impact of traffic load on energy

consumption. As we refer back to the discussions in Section 2.6.1, dynamically

schemes are generally believed to significantly outperform static schemes in most

cases.

As existing studies assume different proportion (denoted by β ) of traffic-dependent

power in overall power consumption, here we present results where traffic-dependent
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power is assumed to comprise between 0-50%. Other parameters for the simulation

are shown in Table 2.7. Note that they are also necessary parameters to perform an

acceptable analysis based on queuing theories. Our focus here being to investigate

the traffic load effect, some other factors such as transient periods in switching

operations and path loss are ignored.

The power consumption in cell i is calculated as

Pi = Ps +1A(xi)(β (Pf −Ps)
Nci

N
+(1−β )(Pf −Ps)), (2.13)

with

1A(xi) =

 1 if celli is active,

0 if celli is sleeping;
(2.14)

and Nci is the current number of customers in cell i.

For the whole system, the power consumption is simply the sum of power

consumption in all 49 cells:

Psystem =
49

∑
i=1

Pi, (2.15)

We present the simulation results in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. The figures show

reduction in energy savings of all cases when the proportion of traffic dependent

power increases. An intuitive explanation for the trend is that BSs with low traffic

are the ones to be switched off. Consequently, as traffic accounts for more power

consumption, the benefit of switching off lightly loaded BSs diminishes.

Another observation we can make is that when using real traffic traces, the

difference in the savings between dynamic and fixed switch-off schemes somehow

depends on how much the model makes the energy consumption dependent on traffic

load. As shown in the figures, the gap significantly narrows as energy consumption

relies more on traffic load. Therefore, the conclusion reached in some chapters

(e.g., [6]) that dynamic schemes are far better than static schemes is questionable
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Fig. 2.10 Effect of traffic load on energy savings of static and dynamic switch-off
schemes on real traffic profile.

when accounting the effect of traffic on energy consumption. We should reasonably

expect that, as more rigid assumptions in Table 2.6 are relaxed, the results presented

in more chapters may be subject to further review.

2.7.3 Improvements made so far

Efforts have been made to bridge the gap between practical situations and theoretical

models. For example, traffic estimation and prediction techniques in BSs were

included as future work in [162] and [160], and have been discussed in [110]. The

feasibility of adapting users to cell associations to actual traffic were discussed in

[116]. Bousia et al. [147] acknowledged that the average distance of associated

users as an additional factor to traffic load when selecting eNBs to be switched off.

The authors have modeled user activity as a uniform [0,1] variable rather than simply

binary states as in [43].

Marsan et al. [8] stated that the “introduction of sleep modes in the operations

of BSs is one of the most promising approaches" to reduce energy consumption in

mobile cellular networks. However, they also acknowledge existence of discrepancies
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Fig. 2.11 Effect of traffic load on energy savings of static and dynamic switch-off
schemes on ideal trapezoidal traffic profile.

between existing research and operational networks in practice. In their chapter they

discussed the effect of the transient periods when a BS is waking up from sleep

to active mode, or the other way around (i.e. the transition cannot be completely

instantaneous). The duration and impact of the transient periods were studied in the

chapter based on theoretical structures as well as a real case in Bologna, Italy. The

authors concluded that transient periods are fairly short (of the order of 1 minute

at most), hence do not reduce significantly the energy savings of BS sleep mode

techniques. They also suggested that sleep modes could be pushed even more

aggressively than in the present proposals, namely, switching off BSs for shorter

periods, e.g., one or several quarters of an hour (current research usually suggest one

hour or more).

Han et al. [127] included QoS guarantee and traffic-dependent energy consump-

tion in their study. They demonstrate that switching off more BSs will not always

result in more energy saving. Because a sparser deployment of BSs indicates longer

average distance between BSs and UEs, and transmission signal strength attenuates
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faster with increasing distance. Therefore, extra transmit power to maintain the QoS

level may offset the savings achieved by switching off BSs.
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Table 2.6 Comparison of model assumptions and real scenarios

Models/Assumptions Reality References
Traffic distribution is uni-
form and arrival patterns
are homogeneous.

Traffic load and arrival
pattern varies spatially
and temporally.

[8, 151, 153, 162]

Delays in switching op-
erations are zero or con-
stant.

The system may require
variable time to respond
to the switching com-
mand.

[38, 39, 163]

Transmission channel is
modeled with Addictive
White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN).

AWGN model does not
account for many practi-
cal issues such as fading
and dispersion.

[164]

BSs can change states as
frequently as possible.

Most BSs deployed to-
day are designed for oc-
casional switch-on and
switch-offs only, and too
frequent operations may
shorten BS life

[109, 161, 163]

The number of states is
finite when calculating
energy consumption, e.g.
active and sleep.

Energy consumption is
related to a variety of fac-
tors other than sleep or
active mode, e.g. carried
traffic.

[32, 38, 43, 55, 60,
61, 86, 116]

UE is assumed to be
fixed.

Mobile users may move
between different cells
while in an active call.

[28, 116, 162]

Negative impact on QoS
is ignored when some of
BSs are switched to sleep
mode.

QoS such as blocking
probability may be de-
graded due to switching-
off of BSs, the impact
needs to be considered.

[116, 119, 145, 151]

Embodied energy con-
sumption is ignored,

Embodied energy repre-
sents around 30% to 40%
of total energy consump-
tion and needs to be taken
into consideration.

[1, 86]
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Table 2.7 Parameters for 49-cell network simulation

Parameter Value
Arrival rate (λ ) Peaked at 30 arrivals/minute, following real

traffic patterns [8]
Departure rate (µ) 4 departures/minute
Handover rate (δ ) 1 handover/minute
Power consumption
of a BS in sleep
mode (Ps)

94.8W [32]

Power consumption
of a BS under full
load (Pf )

1430W [32]

Number of available
channels in a BS (N)

20

Minimum time in-
terval between two
switching operations

10 minutes [161]
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2.8 The way forward

Apart from improvements to the models discussed in the previous section, there are

a number of other challenges that need to be carefully tackled in this research field.

One important point is that the state-of-art in the development of cellular networks is

moving fast. Therefore, green technologies need to catch up with such evolution. The

discussions on energy efficient metrics in Section 2.3 and heterogeneous networks in

Section 2.5 are examples of areas to which researchers need to pay more attention.

A crucial development, namely the newest generation of cellular networks, 5G,

is on track to be implemented in the near future [169]. We have discussed sleep

mode on 4G and previous generations of cellular networks in Section 2.4. The

revolutionized new features in 5G, such as massive MIMO, group cooperative arrays

and pervasive networks, will significantly improve QoS but will also consume much

larger amount of energy. The significant differences in network architecture pose new

challenges for research on energy saving approaches including sleep mode. Methods

based on spectrum management [170] and renewable energy resources [169] have

been proposed. For BS sleep mode, it is acknowledged that the reduced symbol

durations and duty cycles could increase implementation flexibility [171]. However,

no specific research has been done on these issues at the time of writing to the best of

our knowledge. We believe that in the foreseeable future sleep mode in 5G cellular

networks could be a fruitful research area with many innovative ideas.

On the other hand, as mentioned before, it is possible to adopt different green

technologies together in cellular networks. Aggregated savings could probably be

achieved because the technologies are not conflicting. Meanwhile, by implementing

other techniques such as adjustments in antenna tilt and height, it is possible to

offset the degradation in QoS due to sleeping BSs [146]. Incorporating different

technologies may require significant effort by researchers with a wide range of

backgrounds, but the benefit will justify the effort. For example, Chiaraviglio et
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2.9 Summary

al. [165] considered three network planning strategies: the first one minimizes the

number of transmitters, the second one minimizes the power consumption, while the

last one is a hybrid strategy combining the previous two strategies. While the TX

strategy effectively lowers the capital expenditure (CAPEX) for mobile operators in

the BS planning stage, the MP strategy minimizes the operating expense (OPEX) by

turning under-utilized BSs into sleep mode to reduce energy consumption. Energy

savings between 11% and 28% were shown to be achievable even for already energy-

efficiency-optimized BSs deployment. Therefore, by adopting the H strategy, the

total expenditure of the mobile operator could be significantly reduced.

2.9 Summary

This chapter has surveyed recent advances in BS sleep mode techniques for cellular

networks, which is one of the major methods to reduce total energy consumption.

Increasing energy consumption in cellular networks has been a major concern.

Many studies on energy saving strategies in the networking and telecommunication

sectors have been published since the first work addressing the energy issue in the

mainstream networking area was published in 2003 [172]. The fact that cellular

networks were designed with the primary goal of maximum throughput and coverage

indicates significant gains are possible by effective power management schemes. It

is now widely accepted that the energy consumption reduction in cellular networks

will bring both operating profits for mobile operators and environmental benefits for

the planet. By now, the importance of this area has been therefore quickly realized

and it is now a popular topic because of its huge environmental, economic, financial

and social impacts.

For BS sleep mode techniques, the main saving comes from the fixed part of

energy consumption in under-utilized BSs. The potential for energy saving is large

in areas where the traffic is highly variable and relative low when compared to the
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full capacity of BS, and where BSs are densely deployed. Also, the larger the fixed

proportion of energy consumption in BSs is (the case in macro BSs), the larger

amount of saving can be possibly attained.

In summary, the sleep mode technologies as well as the whole green cellular

network are promising areas of research. It will probably remain a popular research

topic for the coming years, since there are bright prospects as well as issues waiting

to be solved.
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Chapter 3

Overflow Traffic and Call Blocking

Probability in Cellular Networks

3.1 Channel Allocation and User Association in Cel-

lular Networks

In mobile cellular networks, channels are used to convey information signals between

transmitters and receivers. Usually, a network is allocated a radio spectrum, which

has to be divided among a set of disjoining and non-interfering sub-channels. After

division, each channel has a limited capacity, while each transmission process

requires certain capacity. To ensure quality of service (QoS) for each transmission,

channel allocation schemes are adopted to manage scarce resources among base

stations [14]. It is essential for network operators to maintain user experience by

allocating to each connection sufficient resource. However, in the case of existing

cellular networks, the number of channels assigned to a particular base station is

often insufficient. This is mainly due to the tremendous increase in the bandwidth

and mobile data demand in recent years. To this end, improving the efficiency
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of channel allocation schemes is more important and cost-effective than obtaining

additional spectrum which incurs significant cost.

Channel allocation schemes that have been considered in mobile networks can

be broadly classified into three categories: fixed channel allocation (FCA), dynamic

channel allocation (DCA) and hybrid channel allocation (HCA) [14, 173, 174]. In

FCA, each cell is assigned a fixed number of channels based on a certain frequency

reuse pattern. DCA, on the other hand, allocates all available channels to a common

pool at the base station controller and assigns them to cells in demand. Generally,

DCA outperforms FCA when traffic tends to fluctuate in time and space. However,

if the traffic is high and uniformly distributed, FCA performs better as the dynamic

allocating process of DCA requires more overhead. HCA [175] is a mixture of

DCA and FCA that assigns some channels to cells as in FCA while dynamically

allocating others to cells based on need. This allows HCA to be flexibly adjusted for

the performance and complexity trade-off.

The channel borrowing mechanism, also known as “borrowing channel alloca-

tion" (BCA), is a specific implementation of HCA [10–12]. In a cellular network

with such channel borrowing, when additional traffic arriving at a cell with full

load, the fully loaded cell is allowed to request vacant channels from nearby cells

in order to serve extra traffic. The borrowed channels must be relinquished to their

donors upon completion of service of the traffic concerned. It has been adopted for

applications such as load balancing, energy conservation and QoS enhancement [14].

The term “user association" (discussed previously in Section 2.4.3) is popularly

used in more recent work as a concept similar to channel borrowing [43, 116, 120,

176]. Particularly, in situations where BS sleep mode is enabled, the user association

process allows users originally associated to BSs that went to sleep to be connected

with nearby active BSs [43, 116, 120, 176].
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3.2 Channel borrowing strategies and performance

evaluation

There exist different channel borrowing strategies varying in specific settings such

as how many channels in a cell could be borrowed and which cell is prioritized to

lend when multiple eligible cells have available borrowable channels. Most notable

variants of channel borrowing strategies include:

• Simple borrowing: a channel is borrowed from neighboring cells (“donor cell")

on request provided that it does not interfere with existing calls in the borrower

cell.

• Hybrid borrowing: the set of channels assigned to each cell is divided into

two groups, one for the exclusive use of local calls and the other for lending

channels to neighboring cells on demand. The number of channels in the two

groups is fixed.

• Sharing with bias or channel ordering: an extension of the hybrid strategy,

where the number of channels in the two groups can change dynamically based

on real-time traffic conditions.

There are sub-variants regarding specific implementation details in each of the

three strategies described above. For example, for simple borrowing, the borrow

first available algorithm selects the first candidate channel it finds while the borrow

from the richest selects a channel from the adjacent cell with the greatest number of

channels available for borrowing.

Performance evaluation is essential for implementing of channel borrowing

strategies as one needs to adopt the optimal strategy under specific traffic conditions.

Key performance evaluation metrics for channel borrowing schemes include channel

utilization and QoS measurements such as coverage rate and call blocking probability.
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In particular, the call blocking probability is defined as the ratio of the number

of calls that are not successfully completed before its intended service period to the

total number of calls ever attempted in the network. It can be further classified into

new call blocking probability, which assesses the probability of a call being blocked

due to no available channels upon its initiation, and call dropping probability, which

assesses the probability that a call is dropped upon a handover attempt from one cell

to another [9, 177].

We acknowledge that there are existing publications which prioritize handover

calls over new calls by granting preemptive priority to handover calls, allowing

handover calls to wait in the buffer or reserving channels exclusively for them. Such

fairness of new calls and handover calls has been well studied and is not the focus of

this thesis (see e.g., [9, 178–181]). Therefore, in this thesis we do not distinguish

the blocking of handover calls and new calls. Therefore, the new call blocking

probability and handover forced termination probability coincide and we will refer to

this common value as blocking probability to avoid ambiguity. The model described

in this thesis can be easily extended to systems with prioritization by treating new

calls and handover calls as two different classes and apply approximation techniques

to each class separately.

Unfortunately, it is often not possible to explicitly obtain an analytical expression

for the blocking probability due to the curse of dimensionality [182]. Computer sim-

ulation is therefore used to evaluate the performance of various channel borrowing

schemes (e.g. [11, 14–17]). However, simulation requires a large amount of time and

computing power when dealing with large systems. On the other hand, analytical ap-

proximations are much more computationally efficient. This is especially important

when the evaluation of blocking probability is used as a module in a network design

tool for searching optimal solutions where computational efficiency is key for such

optimization procedures.
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3.3 Alternative QoS measures

In this thesis, we evaluate call blocking probabilities of cellular networks with

channel borrowing mechanism by modelling the network as an overflow loss system,

where the traffic set to be served at cell A requesting to borrow channel B is viewed

as overflow traffic from A to B. In this regard, cell A is regarded as the primary

system as in the context of overflow loss systems while cell B is viewed as the

secondary system. Detailed definitions and explanations of overflow loss systems

will be provided in the next section.

3.3 Alternative QoS measures

Apart from blocking probability, other notable QoS measures for cellular networks

include delay (latency) and throughput.

Delay is more often used for assessing real-time media traffic in call admission

control (CAC) rather than mobile calls or small data packets (for applications such

as SMS and instant messaging) [183]. The basic idea of CAC is to regulate the

total number of calls, packets or data bits passing a specific point per unit time. If

a defined limit is reached, a new call may be prohibited from entering the network

until at least one current call terminates. Existing studies acknowledge that obtaining

delay analytically is very difficult [10, 173] except for certain simplified models

(e.g., [184]). In contrast, the blocking probability is more amenable to analysis and,

at the same time, positively correlated with delay.

Throughput is a popular QoS metric in 4G or 5G cellular networks (see e.g., [185,

186]). It has been demonstrated in [187, 188] that admission control can be applied

to construct a load sharing scheme for voice call and elastic data services. In such

systems, call blocking probability is an essential factor that can be used for the

estimation of throughput.

There are many possible relevant models for evaluating QoS in cellular networks.

They include delay models and delay loss models which evaluate delay or throughput
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by considering both packet delay and CAC. However, there are no analytical means

that capture realistic traffic behaviour effects and lead to accurate results in such

models. As blocking probability is a good measure of congestion and is related

to both delay and throughput, dimensioning based on controlling the blocking

probability can also be useful for such models. Therefore, we focus on the evaluation

of blocking probability in the rest of the thesis.

3.4 Relationship between simple and hybrid channel

borrowing strategies - a Markov representation

Assume that the cell has a total of N channels, out of which f are fixed channels

exclusively reserved for local traffic originating from itself and the other b are

borrowable channels to be used by nearby cells on request. Accordingly, we have N =

f +b by definition. Meanwhile, new traffic arrives at the fixed channels following a

Poisson process with mean rate λl , borrowing requests also follows a Poisson process

with a mean of λb, and the call service times are independently and exponentially

distributed with a mean of 1/µ .

We further assume a non-preemptive borrowing scheme. Under the scheme, a

new call arriving at a cell will first try to secure a channel from the pool of f fixed

channels in that cell. If all fixed channels are occupied, the call will then attempt one

of the b borrowable channels. A cell only requests the borrowing of channels when

the cell has no vacant channels (both fixed and borrowable) to serve the incoming

call.

According to the assumptions above, we can depict a Markov model for a cellular

network model with a hybrid channel borrowing strategy in Fig. 3.1. The system is

said to be in state (i, j) if i fixed channels and j borrowable channels are occupied in

the channel set of that cell/BS.
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Fig. 3.1 A Markov Chain representation of a hybrid channel borrowing strategy.

The probability that a local call needs to request a borrowable cell in the local

cell is given by:

P =
b

∑
j=0

p( f , j). (3.1)

where p(i, j) is the steady-state probability that the system is in the state (i, j).

In the rest of the thesis, we will assume that f = 0 and b = N for simplicity

without loss of generality. As for any f > 0, given that the offered traffic to the cell

is A, we can obtain the effective traffic offered to the borrowable channels by PA

where P is obtained by Eqn. 3.1. Meanwhile, for f = 0 and b = N, all offered traffic

is immediately directed to borrowable channels (P = 1 in Eqn. 3.1). Therefore, we

have λl = 0 and only λb is relevant in determining the steady state probabilities.
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3.5 Blocking probability approximations for cellular

networks without BS sleeping

While most existing publications (e.g., [13, 155, 189, 190]) evaluate blocking proba-

bility in cellular networks by computer simulation, there is literature on blocking

probability evaluation for cellular network (without BS sleeping) via analytical

means. One example is the above discussed work by Cao et al. [156]. In addition,

Raymond [191] proposed a method to estimate minimal blocking probability for

simple cellular networks with dynamic channel allocation and flow control. La-

grange and Godlewski [192] approximated blocking probability in a two-tier cellular

network consisting of micro-cells and umbrella-cells, where calls first attempt the

micro-cells and overflow to umbrella-cells if no channels in micro-cells are available.

Huang et al. [193] proposed another approximation method called multiservice

overflow approximation (MOA) to evaluate blocking probability in a similar two-tier

cellular network structure.

None of [156], [191], [192] or [193] considered possible mutual traffic over-

flow [194] among BSs due to channel borrowing or user association techniques, by

which a user is able to use a channel or capacity originally assigned to another BS if

the first BS it attempts cannot offer the required service due to insufficient capacity

or sleep mode operation [13, 28, 176, 195]. Such mutual overflow effect does not

exist in models with hierarchical structure such as [192], where the overflows are

only assumed to occur unidirectionally from the micro-cells to the umbrella-cells

but not the other way around or bidirectionally between two micro-cells. By con-

trast, in non-hierarchical cellular network structure where overflow traffic flows

bilaterally, congestion in a particular BS would cause increasing overflow traffic to

other BSs, which may in turn yield more overflow traffic to the original BS. Mutual
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overflow adversely affects the accuracy of approximations, such as those proposed

in [156, 191–193] when they are used for cellular networks with mutual overflow.

3.6 Blocking probability approximations for overflow

loss systems

Overflow loss systems form an important class of teletraffic models for evaluating

system performance. In such systems, calls can overflow to an alternative server

group if all servers in the primary server group are engaged with other calls. Such

traffic is commonly referred as overflow traffic.

The applications of overflow loss systems can be found in many systems ranging

from classical telecommunication systems to emerging service sector models includ-

ing such as circuit switching systems [196], optical burst switching systems [63, 197],

video-on-demand systems [198], call centers [199], and health-care systems [200].

It is shown in [182] that the exact blocking probability in such overflow loss

systems can only be obtained by solving a set of steady-state equations for a multi-

dimensional Markov process. However, the approach is not scalable for systems

of practical size as the state space increases explosively when the system becomes

large [182]. Therefore, it becomes desirable to estimate the blocking probability by

analytical approximations.

The classical approximation method for blocking probability in overflow loss

systems, known as the FPA, was first proposed in 1964 [201]. In 1986, Kelly [202]

commented that cellular networks with channel borrowing mechanism can be mod-

elled as overflow loss systems and proposed to use FPA to estimate the blocking

probabilities. Because with channel borrowing, calls that arrive at fully-loaded BSs

can be served by neighboring BSs with idle capacity. A BS here is regarded as a

server group in the overflow loss model, and each channel (serving a single call)
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in the BS is a server. Everitt [28] further mentioned that the FPA can be used to

approximate blocking probability in cellular networks with the consideration of call

mobility among cells with high accuracy. Mitchell et al. [181, 203] showed that FPA

is very accurate in assessing blocking probabilities for new and handover calls with

different control strategies in multi-cell multi-class heterogeneous cellular network

models.

References [28], [203] and [181] do not discuss channel borrowing mechanism

or user association process, which are important parts of the technical basis of BS

sleeping [120, 176]. Particularly, the user association process allows users originally

associated with BSs that entered the sleep mode to be reassociated to nearby active

BSs [120, 176].

Overflow traffic, especially the mutual overflow effect caused by channel bor-

rowing mechanism or by the user association process, could lead to very inaccurate

estimation of blocking probability by FPA [194]. Here we consider FPA in the sense

of [202] without moment matching as was done in [201]. In this sense, FPA is a

classical approximation method based on Poisson and independence assumptions.

The Poisson assumption assumes that if the arrival process is Poisson, the overflow

traffic also follows a Poisson process. The independence assumption assumes that

all server groups are mutually independent. However, it has been proven that the

overflow traffic has higher variance than the shown for Poisson arrival process, and

that the server groups are not statistically independent because a busy server group

is likely to imply that other server groups are also heavily loaded at the same time.

Due to these two assumptions, FPA dramatically simplifies the computing com-

plexity as compared to the original multi-dimensional Markov process. However,

they also lead to inaccurate estimates in various scenarios [204]. Several publications

have proposed ways to combat the errors of FPA, e.g., using moment matching

techniques to reduce errors due to the Poisson assumption [205] or derive conditional

probabilities to reduce errors due to the independence assumption [206]. However, it
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has been shown that the improvement over FPA using moment matching techniques

is marginal in non-hierarchical systems involving mutual overflow (where the inde-

pendence error is dominant) while the conditional probabilities derivation method is

not scalable [207].

Another approach is to apply the technique used in the original FPA, i.e., decou-

pling the system into independent Erlang B subsystems on a certain surrogate of

the original system. For example, in the surrogate model used in Overflow Priority

Classification Approximation (OPCA) [207], calls are classified based on the number

of overflows they experience. A preemptive priority regime, where a junior call

with a lower number of overflows is entitled to preemptive priority over a senior call

with a greater number of overflows, is incorporated into the original model. That

is, a senior call in service must relinquish its own channel if a junior call requests

the channel during its service period. Alternatively, this preemptive process can be

viewed as if the arriving junior call and the senior call in service exchanged their

identity upon the arrival. In this way, the congestion information carried by the

senior call can be used by the junior call.

By decoupling the system of the surrogate model into independent Erlang B

subsystems as in FPA, OPCA is able to reduce the errors due to the independence

assumption in FPA by capturing state dependencies among overflow traffic. It has

been shown to be quite accurate in systems where all calls have full access to all

server groups. However, cellular networks, by nature, are best considered as partially

accessible networks as it is unlikely for a call to visit all the BSs in the system during

its lifetime. The rudimentary approach of OPCA is shown to be inaccurate in such

systems [204].

The IESA framework, with its roots in OPCA, was proposed to estimate blocking

probability in partially-accessible networks [204]. Instead of literally swapping the

calls as in OPCA, the calls in IESA only exchange certain congestion information
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while retaining their own identities and overflow records in the IES. IESA could be

quite accurate if a suitable surrogate is chosen for the system concerned.

The surrogate initially proposed in [204] was further improved in [208] to esti-

mate the blocking probabilities in Video on Demand (VoD) systems. However, it will

not yield an accurate approximation for blocking probability in cellular networks due

to the inherent differences between these two systems. In VoD systems, a request

is possibly able to overflow to any disks where a copy of the requested movie is

available. However, in cellular networks, a call can only overflow to nearby BSs

due to limited signal strength (the locality feature). In this sense, the statistical

dependencies among states of local BSs in cellular networks are stronger as they are

more highly correlated. Furthermore, in cellular networks, the set of BSs that a given

call is allowed to overflow to is changed when the call performs a handover from

one BS to another (the mobility feature). This situation does not exist in VoD sys-

tems where the set of accessible disks is determined upon the initiation of a request

and remains fixed throughout its lifetime. Therefore, the surrogate used in [204]

and [208] is inappropriate, and its corresponding blocking probability approximation

is inaccurate for the current problem.

Following the discussions above, the challenge and contribution of the thesis

is to design a suitable surrogate and derive an accurate approximation of blocking

probability of the surrogate under the IESA framework. We will demonstrate later

in the thesis that the two unique features present in cellular networks are addressed

by means of a single parameter already available in the current IESA framework.

The fact that adjusting a single parameter can adapt the original approximation (as

demonstrated in [204] and [208]) under the IESA framework to a different network

model illustrates the flexibility and versatility of the IESA framework for estimating

the blocking probability of overflow loss systems.
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Chapter 4

Blocking Probability Approximation

for Green Cellular Networks with

Selective Base Station Sleeping

4.1 System Model

Consider a cellular network with multiple interconnected BSs. We define U as the set

of all BSs in the network, and let Γi ⊂U denote the set of BSs that a call originated

from BS i is allowed overflow. The number of BSs to which a call originated from i

has access is denoted by ni = |Γi|. The set of traffic source BSs that have access to i

is denoted by Φi.

We assume that new calls arrive at BS i following a Poisson process with rate

λi, and that call service times are independent and exponentially distributed with

mean 1/µi. Call sojourn times in each BS are also assumed to be independent and

exponentially distributed with mean 1/δi. For simplicity, we assume the values of µi

and δi are equal across all BSs, thus they can be denoted as µ and δ . In this sense, a

BS with c channels can be modeled as a loss system with c servers (e.g., [179, 191]).

The state of BS i is denoted by Si, which Si = 0 if i is in the sleep mode, while
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Si = 1 if i is active. We will also demonstrate later that the blocking probabilities are

nearly insensitive [209] to service and sojourn time distributions. We further assume

that the values of µ and δ are identical for all BSs in the system. The classical

symmetric random walk model is adopted to characterize call mobility. In such a

model, a call leaving a cell will move to any one of the neighboring cells with equal

probability [210].

Note that here we do not distinguish between handover calls and new calls in

terms of blocking probability as mentioned in the last chapter. Also, for simplicity

and without loss of generality, we assume all BSs to have the same number of

channels, denoted as c = ci for all i ∈U .

The traffic offered due to new calls (in Erlangs, similarly hereinafter) to a par-

ticular BS i is denoted as Ai = λi/µ . The total traffic offered to the system is thus

A = ∑
i∈U

Ai.

A call will leave its current serving BS under either one of two following condi-

tions: 1) the call completes its service and leaves the system, and 2) the call performs

a handover to a neighboring cell served by another BS (due to the mobility of calls).

Assuming that service and sojourn times are independent and exponentially

distributed, the probability θ that a call in the network performs a handover given

that it has not been completed, is given by

θ =
δ

µ +δ
. (4.1)

We define B̂i as the blocking probability at BS i. Given B̂i, the arrival rate of

handover calls λ ′
i for i can be obtained by

λ
′
i = λi + ∑

j∈ϒi

λ
′
j(1− B̂ j)θ (4.2)

in which ϒi is the set of direct neighbor BSs of i.
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We define A′
i as the effective offered traffic to i after taking the mobility of calls

into consideration. It is given by

A′
i =

λ ′
i

µ +δ
. (4.3)

Taking the mobility feature into account, let Bcall
i denote the probability that a call

originated from BS i being blocked at initiation or dropped during a handover attempt.

Given B̂i and θ , we can derive Bcall
i by another set of fixed-point equations [211]:

Bcall
i = B̂i +θ(1− B̂i)

1
|ϒi| ∑

j∈ϒi

Bcall
j . (4.4)

The first term (B̂i) in (4.4) represents the probability that the call is blocked

upon its initiation at i, and the second term represents the probability that the call is

successfully admitted to i but dropped upon a handover attempt before its completion.

Henceforth, we assume for any i ∈ U that ϒi and Γi coincide and are the set

of its direct neighbors. This means that a call arriving at i is able to use (borrow)

channels in all its direct neighboring BSs if BS i itself is in sleep mode or has no

vacant channels. Meanwhile, a call can perform multiple handover attempts between

adjacent BSs during its service period.

In the rest of this chapter, we use a simple channel borrowing scheme, where all

nominally assigned channels of a BS can be lent to neighboring BSs on request. As

shown in Section 3.5, it can be easily extended to a model with a hybrid channel

borrowing strategy.

4.2 Approximations

In this section, we begin by defining the set of call attributes used for IES-CN. Then

we show how to apply FPA and IESA-CN to our network model.
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4.2.1 Call attributes and notations

In order to perform the information exchange mechanism, calls carry several at-

tributes in the IES-CN surrogate. Note that these call attributes only appear in

the surrogate model (NOT in the true network model) for the purpose of blocking

probability estimation by the IESA-CN approximation. The first attribute is the call

identity I, which contains information including the call’s origin, the call’s expected

service time and sojourn time in each server group, and the elapsed time since the

call’s inception. The second attribute, denoted by ∆, is defined in [204] as the set

of server groups that the call has already attempted and overflowed, or overflow

record of the call. Correspondingly in our model, ∆ represents the set of BSs that

has rejected admission of the call due to no available channels. The third attribute,

denoted by Ω, represents an estimate of network congestion, which can be used to

capture the statistical dependencies in the entire network. We will discuss this in

further detail later when we describe IESA-CN.

We denote call ζ , with its first, second and third (if it exists) attributes being Iζ ,

∆ζ , Ωζ , respectively, as an (Iζ , ∆ζ )-call or (Iζ , ∆ζ , Ωζ )-call. Attributes of a call may

be updated or exchanged during the call’s sojourn time in the network. The specific

rules of updating or exchanging depend on the approximation method used. We

further assume that call ζ generated in BS i determines its next overflow destination

by random hunting in Γi −∆ζ , which is the set of BSs that the call has access to and

not yet attempted. As the nature of random hunting requires keeping track of each

random sequence of BSs that a call attempts, we define Ψ(X ,x),x = 0,1, ..., |X | as

the set of choices of x elements from X . By definition, Ψ(X ,0) = /0.

4.2.2 FPA

FPA decouples a system of k server groups (in our case k BSs) into k independent

Erlang B subsystems [201, 202]. This is consistent with our previous assumption
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to model BSs as loss systems with c servers. The load offered to each BS includes

the original traffic, the handover traffic, plus all the traffic that overflows to it from

other BSs due to BS sleeping or no available channels. We introduce the following

notations in order to describe the model more systematically.

For each BS i ∈U in FPA, we define (using the superscript E to represent FPA):

• aE
i,m,n,s – Traffic offered to i with n overflows from source m and have over-

flowed sequentially along the path s = {s1,s2, ...sn} (m ∈ Φi; s ⊂ Γm, n < nm).

• aE
i,n – Traffic offered to i with n overflows, namely summing all eligible aE

i,m,n,s:

aE
i,n = ∑

m∈Φi,n<nm

∑
s⊂Ψ(Γm−{i},n)

aE
i,m,n,s. (4.5)

• AE
i – Total combined traffic offered to i, namely:

AE
i =

n̂i−1

∑
n=0

aE
i,n. (4.6)

where n̂i = maxm∈ Φinm.

• vE
sn,n,m,s – Overflow traffic from i with n overflows originated from m that have

overflowed sequentially along the path s = {s1,s2, ...,sn−1,sn}. (m ∈ Φsn,s ⊂

Ψ(Γm,n), n ≤ nm, if n = nm, the traffic will be cleared out)

• BE
i – Probability that all channels in i are busy.

By the Poisson assumption and Erlang B formula [168, 202], we obtain the

relationship between BE
i and AE

i as:

BE
i =

 E(AE
i ,c) for all i with Si = 1;

1 for all i with Si = 0.
(4.7)

where E(A,c) is the Erlang B formula where A is the total offered traffic in Erlang

and c is the number of channels available.
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With the independence assumption of FPA, the offered traffic aE
sn,m,n−1,s−{sn},

which has overflowed from n− 1 BSs sequentially along the path s, will again

overflow from the sn with probability BE
sn

becoming overflow traffic vE
sn,n,m,s, so that

vE
sn,n,m,s = aE

sn,m,n−1,s−sn
BE

sn
. (4.8)

The overflow traffic will subsequently be offered to another randomly chosen i

in Γm − s, namely a BS accessible by calls originated from m and not yet attempted

by the overflow call (not in the path s). As there are nm −n BSs in the set Γm − s, the

overflow traffic will be offered to each BS with probability 1
nm−n . Accordingly, we

have

aE
i,n,m,s =

vE
sn,n,m,s

nm −n
for i ∈ Γm − s. (4.9)

Combining (4.8) and (4.9), we can derive aE
i,n,m,s and AE

i as

aE
i,n,m,s =

Am

nm

n

∏
j=0

BE
s j

nm − j
. (4.10)

and

AE
i = ∑

m∈Φi

Am

nm

[
1+

nm−1

∑
n=0

∑
s⊂Ψ(Γm−{d},n)

n

∏
j=1

BE
s j

nm − j

]
. (4.11)

respectively.

Together, (4.7) and (4.11) constitute a set of fixed-point equations, which can be

solved by the successive substitution method [212]. The iteration is continued until

the differences between two consecutive results of BE
i for all i ∈U are less than a

preset threshold. It follows that the overall blocking probability of the true model

estimated by FPA, denoted by B̂E, is given by

B̂E = 1− ∑i∈U AE
i (1−Bi)

A
. (4.12)
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Fig. 4.1 Conceptual illustration of the blocking probability approximation based on
the IESA framework.

We can also obtain the blocking probability of calls from a specific BS. Based on

our definitions, if the traffic ai,m,nm−1,s is blocked once again (with the probability

BE
i ), it will become vi,m,nm,s+i and be cleared out of the system as its overflow count

reaches nm. Therefore, the blocking probability for calls originated from m can be

expressed as:

B̂E
m =

∑s⊂Ψ(Γm,nm) vE
snm ,m,nm,s

Am
. (4.13)

4.2.3 IESA-CN

The idea of applying FPA, i.e. decoupling the system into independent Erlang B sub-

systems, to a surrogate model preserves the advantages of FPA such as computational

simplicity. Another advantage is that the IESA framework can apply to applications

for which FPA has been used. As FPA underestimates blocking probabilities, a

suitable surrogate would be one which is close to the original true model but with a

relatively higher blocking probability. A more accurate and robust approximation

can be constructed by applying FPA-based operations to the surrogate model instead

of the true model. An illustration of the concept is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
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An ideal surrogate model replaces the non-hierarchical traffic structure in the

true model with a hierarchical traffic structure based on congestion information

received by a call when it overflows from one server group to the other. In the

case of blocking at one server group (BS), the overflow call proactively gives up

with a certain probability, which depends on the system congestion level provided

by the information exchange mechanism developed in the surrogate model (to be

described in detail later). Such “quitter calls" which give up will leave the system

without attempting all accessible BSs. Note that those quitter calls are carefully

chosen in the way that they are likely being blocked if instead they were allowed to

overflow and attempt other accessible BSs. As a result, the quitter calls will make

BS −BT > 0. As overflow traffic is non-Poisson and creates statistical dependencies

amongst BSs, proactively giving up such traffic reduces the approximation error due

to the Poisson and independence assumptions when decoupling is applied to the

surrogate model. In this sense, the gap between “new estimation" and “surrogate

model" in Fig. 4.1 is narrower than that between “true model" and “estimation by

FPA" (i.e. BS −BN < BT −BE). In addition, the positive difference of BS over BT

and the underestimation by the new approximation somewhat compensate each other.

Therefore, the new approximation results are closer to the real blocking probabilities

than those by direct application of FPA (i.e. BT −BN < BT −BE). It has been proved

in a simple overflow loss system that the blocking of the new estimation obtained by

IESA (in this case, IESA and OPCA give the same blocking probability) is between

those of exact solution and FPA, meaning that IESA is at least as good as FPA in

terms of accuracy [204, 213]. Moreover, under critical loading condition, it has been

proved that IESA is much more superior to FPA [213].

The information exchange mechanism in the surrogate model for IESA-CN,

which entails the third attribute while retaining the first two attributes, was originally

proposed in [204] in order to improve the accuracy of approximations in partially

accessible overflow loss systems. The surrogate model for IESA-CN is formally
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described as follows. A new call just initiated has ∆ = /0 and Ω = 0. When call ζ

originated from BS m with attributes Iζ ,∆ζ ,Ωζ arrives at i, it will be admitted if

the BS still has vacant channels available. Otherwise, if the most senior call κ in

service has Ωκ < Ωζ , the incoming call ζ will overflow to one of the BSs in Γm − i

and its attributes become {Iζ ,∆ζ ∪ i,Ωζ +1}. However, if Ωκ ≥ Ωζ , call κ and call

ζ will exchange their third attribute, Ω, before call ζ ’s overflow. In this way, the

overflow call will have attributes {Iζ ,∆ζ ∪ i,Ωκ +1} and the call in service will have

{Iκ ,∆κ ,Ωζ}.

For a handover call ζ , the attributes ∆ζ and Ωζ are reset to /0 and 0 respectively

upon a handover. This is because the original congestion information becomes

irrelevant as the set of BSs that it can access also changes upon a handover.

The additional attribute Ω serves as an estimate of the number of busy BSs in the

entire network. As for any call in the system, we have |∆| ≤ Ω by definition. The

physical interpretation here is as follows: The number of BSs that the call has already

attempted (and overflowed) is a lower bound on the estimate of the number of BSs

that are busy in the entire network. In this way, an overflow call retains its identity

(I) and actual overflow record (∆) while gathering network congestion information

(Ω) from other calls.

There is a special mechanism that estimates the probability that all of the unat-

tempted accessible BSs are not available in IESA-CN based on the values of ∆ and

Ω of an overflow call. If all of the unattempted BSs are presumed unavailable, the

call will give up attempting the remaining BSs and be cleared out of the system

immediately. As similar in [204], we define Pk∗,|∆ζ |,Ωζ
as the probability of a call ζ

with the attributes {Iζ ,∆ζ ,Ωζ} gives up attempting in a system with parameter k∗.

The parameter k∗ is by definition the maximum allowable value of the attribute Ω of
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any call in the surrogate model and is a measure of the level of dependency in the

real system (k∗ ≤ ni as Ω ≤ |∆| at all times). Pk∗,|∆ζ |,Ωζ
is evaluated as:

Pk∗,|∆|,Ω =



0 if Ω < ni,

(
Ω−|∆|
ni−|∆|

)
(k∗−|∆|

ni−|∆|
) if Ω ≥ ni.

(4.14)

where |∆| ≤ ni ≤ k∗. From (4.14), one can infer that a call with a given value of

attribute Ω is more unlikely to be blocked if the value of k∗ is higher.

As the approximation results are affected by the design of the surrogate model,

choosing an appropriate value of parameter k∗ which can correctly reflect the level

of dependency in the network and the ability to spread out congestion information is

therefore crucial for the accuracy of the approximation under IESA-CN. A handover

in cellular networks is generally considered an independent event as the sojourn time

of a call in each cell/BS is often assumed to be exponentially distributed [174, 195,

214]. This is also one of the reasons that we reset the call attributes Ω and ∆ upon a

handover. Overflows, however, cause state dependencies among adjacent BSs and

the ability to spread out congestion will affect those dependencies. On the other

hand, this ability to spread out congestion depends on the degree of traffic overflow,

which in turn depends on both traffic offered to each BS and on the mobility of the

calls. More specifically, heavy traffic leads to more overflows and handovers, hence

making congestion (as well as congestion information) easier to spread out around

the network. As a result, a larger k∗ value is required. Similarly, higher mobility of

calls (higher handover rate) indicates more handovers during a call’s lifetime, and

as a result requires a larger k∗ as well. This expectation is confirmed by numerical

experiments presented later in Fig. 4.5.

Note that in previous work on approximations in VoD systems under the IESA

framework such as [204] and [208], k∗ is set to be equal to the total number of server
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groups, as VoD systems do not have the locality and mobility features. Therefore, the

level of statistical dependency in such systems is rather fixed, and can be represented

by a constant value of k∗.

According to our tests, of the two features described above, mobility dominates

over locality. If we consider a cellular network without any handover, the behavior

of the system is similar to a VoD system where the value of k∗ is a constant for IESA.

In such scenarios, the optimal k∗ value is around the number of BSs within two hops

distance as overflow alone (without handover) is unlikely to spread the congestion

information beyond that scope.

However, if handovers exist, choosing an appropriate k∗ value is crucial for

designing a surrogate that can lead to accurate estimations of blocking probabilities.

We use regression analysis to forecast the quasi-optimal k∗. The dependent variable

is k∗, while the independent variables include the handover rate δ and the average

offered traffic per active channel aavg [215].

In practice, we can obtain the quasi-optimal value of k∗ for different values

of aavg and δ as follows. For a particular cellular network model, a small set of

independent cases with symmetric distribution of traffic offered to every BS can be

used as the training set for prediction. The training and predicting processes can

be done by, for example, the curve fitting toolbox of MATLAB. Then, we use the

IESA-CN algorithm described later and together with those predicted values of k∗ in

order to estimate the blocking probability for the general cases with arbitrary dis-

tribution of offered traffic. We acknowledge that using machine learning technique

requires running simulations to obtain blocking probabilities for the training set.

However, considering the difference in computational efficiency between approxi-

mation and simulation, this approach is still much more computationally efficient

than obtaining blocking probabilities by simulation for every possible set of system

parameters [216].

For IESA-CN, we define (using the superscript I to represent IESA-CN):
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• aI
i,m, j,n,s – Traffic offered to BS i with n overflows (|∆|= n) and Ω = j from

source m and have overflowed sequentially along the path s = s1,s2, ...sn

(m ∈ Φi; s ⊂ Γm; n < nm; j = 0,1, ...,k∗−1).

• aI
i, j,n – Traffic offered to i with n overflows and Ω = j, namely summing all

eligible aI
i,m, j,n,s:

aI
i, j,n = ∑

m∈Φi;n<nm

∑
s⊂Ψ(Γm−{i},n)

aI
i,n, j,m,s. (4.15)

• âI
i, j,n – Traffic offered to i with n overflows (|∆|= n) and Ω up to j, namely

âI
i,n, j =

j

∑
l=n

aI
i,n,l. (4.16)

• AI
i, j – Total combined traffic offered to i up to level j, namely

AI
i, j =

j

∑
l=0

aI
i,l. (4.17)

• vI
i,n, j,m,s – Overflow traffic from i with n overflows and Ω = j originated

from m that have overflowed sequentially along the path s = s1,s2, ...,sn−1, i.

(m ∈ Φi,s ⊂ Ψ(Γm,n), n ≤ nm; n ≤ j ≤ k∗)

• zI
sn,n, j,m,s – Blocked traffic (due to the special giving up mechanism in IESA-

CN) from i with n overflows and Ω = j originated from m that have overflowed

sequentially along the path s = s1,s2, ...,sn−1,sn. (m ∈ Φi,s ⊂ Ψ(Γm,n), n ≤

nm; j ≤ k∗)

• BI
i, j – Probability that all channels in i are busy at level j serving calls with

|∆| ≤ min( j, n̂i −1) and |∆| ≤ Ω < j.
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By definition, we have AI
i, j = AI

i, j−1 +∑
min( j,nm)
n=0 aI

i, j for j = 1,2, ...,k∗−1 with

initial values AI
i,0 = aI

i,0,0 = Ai.

Also by the Erlang B formula, we can obtain the relationship between BI
i, j and

AI
i, j at each level j as

BI
i, j =

 E(AI
i, j,ci) for all i with Si = 1;

1 for all i with Si = 0.
(4.18)

where 0 ≤ j ≤ k∗.

We analyze the origin of overflow traffic vI
sn,n, j,m,s for two scenarios. Firstly,

with probability BI
sn, j−1 −BI

sn, j−2, all channels of sn at level j−1 are not available.

Equivalently, all channels are serving calls with seniority up to Ω = j−1. In this

scenario, the traffic âI
sn,n−1, j−2,m,s−{sn} with Ω ≤ j− 2 offered to sn will overflow

with information exchange (with the most senior call with Ω = j−1) and thus forms

the overflow traffic vI
sn,n, j,m,s. On the other hand, with probability BI

sn, j−1, all channels

of sn at level j−1 are busy serving calls with Ω ≤ j−1. In this scenario, the offered

traffic aI
sn,n−1, j−1,m,s−{sn} to sn simply overflow without information exchange and

also contributes to the overflow traffic vI
sn,n, j,m,s. Thus, for j = 1,2, ...,k∗, we derive

vI
sn,n, j,m,s as

vI
sn,n, j,m,s = âI

sn,n−1, j−2,m,s−{sn}(B
I
sn, j−1 −BI

sn, j−2)+aI
sn,n−1, j−1,m,s−{sn}BI

sn, j−1

= âI
sn,n−1, j−1,m,s−{sn}BI

sn, j−1 − âI
sn,n−1, j−2,m,s−{sn}BI

sn, j−2.

(4.19)

Referring back to (4.14), with a probability of Pk∗,n, j, the overflow traffic vI
sn,n, j,m,s

is prevented from further hunting for available BSs even if it has not yet attempted

all BSs in Γm. On the other hand, if the overflow traffic has |∆|= nm, i.e., has already

attempted all accessible BSs in Γm, or the exchanged information indicates that no
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BSs is possibly available (Ω = k∗), the probability Pk∗,nm, j will be equal to 1. This

ensures that calls with |∆|= nm or Ω = k∗ are always immediately cleared out. As

defined previously, traffic blocked in this manner will become zI
sn,n, j,m,s, namely

zI
sn,n, j,m,s = vI

sn,n, j,m,sPk∗,n, j. (4.20)

On the other hand, with probability 1−Pk∗,n, j, the overflow traffic vI
sn,n, j,m,s will

continue to attempt another BS in Γm − s as in FPA. Every i ∈ Γm − s will be chosen

with probability 1
nm−1 . Accordingly, we have

aI
i,n, j,m,s =

vI
sn,n, j,m,s(1−Pk∗,n, j)

nm −n
. (4.21)

We can then compute AI
i, j and BI

i, j at each level iteratively based on (4.16), (4.17)

and (4.21).

The traffic offered to the highest level of the system, namely level k∗−1, is the

total offered traffic as it includes all the levels below. Therefore, AI
i,k∗−1(1−BI

i,k∗−1)

is the total carried traffic by i. The system blocking probability can thus be measured

by 1 minus the ratio of carried traffic to the offered traffic. Thus we can derive the

system blocking probability by IESA-CN as:

B̂I = 1−
∑i∈U AI

i,k∗−1(1−BI
i,k∗−1)

A
. (4.22)

The blocking probability for calls originated from BS m can be calculated by

summing all zI
i,n, j,m,s together, namely

B̂I
m =

nm

∑
n=0

∑
s⊂Ψ(Γm,n)

k∗

∑
j=nm

zI
snm ,m, j,nm,s. (4.23)

Note that both (4.12) and (4.22) does not take the mobility effect into account.

We can constitute a set of fixed-point equations by combining (4.2), (4.3) and an
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equation to calculate B̂ in terms of Ai for each method, namely, (4.12) for FPA and

(4.22) for IESA-CN, to calculate the blocking probability with consideration of the

mobility effect.

4.3 Numerical Results

In this section, we present numerical results for the cellular network model described

in Section 4.1 to demonstrate the accuracy, versatility, and computational efficiency

of the IESA framework.

We consider a network model with 49 interconnected and wrapped-around hexag-

onal cells as shown in Fig. 2.7. The wrapped-around design avoids boundary effect

and has been popular in cellular network research (see e.g., [6, 173, 217]).

We have conducted extensive numerical experiments under a wide range of

system parameters. The approximation results by IESA-CN and FPA are compared

with simulation results serving as a benchmark. The simulation results are obtained

by MATLAB in the form of an observed mean from multiple independent runs.

The confidence intervals are at the 95% level based on the Student’s t-distribution.

Markov chain simulation is used for the cases where both service time and sojourn

time are exponentially distributed, while discrete event simulation is used for all

other cases.

We compute the error between the approximation and the simulation in terms

of the relative error. Given an approximation result r and a simulation result s, the

relative error is (r− s)/s.

4.3.1 BS sleeping patterns and asymmetrical traffic load

For simplicity without loss of generality, in this chapter we consider four different BS

sleeping patterns based on the 7-cell cluster, in which six peripheral cells surround
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(a) Pattern A: 1 out of 7 BSs in sleep mode (b) Pattern B: 3 out of 7 BSs in sleep mode

(c) Pattern C: 4 out of 7 BSs in sleep mode (d) Pattern D: 6 out of 7 BSs in sleep mode

Fig. 4.2 BS sleeping patterns
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one central cell. The 49-cell network model can be decomposed into 7 identical

7-cell clusters as shown in Fig. 2.7. Each pattern switches different number of BSs

in a cluster to sleep mode [189]. As shown in Fig. 4.2, a dark cell indicates that the

BS serving the cell is in sleep mode, while a light cell denotes that the BS is active.

All patterns have at least one active BS next to a BS in sleep mode, which ensures

that traffic arriving at any sleeping BS could be served by a neighboring active BS.

We assume that BSs change their states at certain times of a day based on traffic

trends (for example, switch to sleep mode at 7pm and switch back to active mode at

7am the next day).

We acknowledge that switching cost (including energy consumption, delay, and

impact on BS lifetime) is an important factor in performance evaluation for BS

sleeping strategies with frequent switching operations [176, 218]. However, as in

this chapter we assume that BSs change their states only several times a day, such

cost is negligible and thus we do not take it into account.

To demonstrate that our approach could be applied to cellular network models

with general (i.e., asymmetric or unbalanced) distribution of offered traffic, we

designate one of seven clusters in the 49-cell model as the “hot" cluster. The BSs in

the hot cluster are offered heavier traffic than the rest of the network. Such spatial

traffic distributions can be found in both research work and practical scenarios [180,

219, 220]. We denote An as the traffic offered to each BS not in the hot cluster, and

α as the ratio of traffic offered to each BS in the hot cluster to traffic offered to each

BS outside the hot cluster. The traffic offered to each BS in the hot cluster is thus

αAn.

Note that Pattern D (6 out of 7 BSs in sleep mode) will actually simplify the

49-cell system to seven isolated clusters, because a call arriving at a BS in sleep

mode has only one active neighboring BS to overflow. Therefore, in this case,

the approximation results of FPA and IESA-CN are identical as the information

exchange mechanism cannot be activated for the IES surrogate.
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4.3.2 Insensitivity of service and sojourn time distributions

In Fig. 4.3, we show that the blocking probabilities for service or sojourn time with

exponential (the most common assumption for cellular networks, with a variance

of 1.0), deterministic (with a variance of 0) and hyperexponential (with variances

of 1.2 and 2.0) distributions are all close to each other with narrow confidence

intervals. This indicates that the blocking probabilities are nearly insensitive [209]

to distributions of either service or sojourn time with a given expected value. This

suggests that our proposed approximation method can be applied to systems with

non-exponential distribution of service and sojourn time.

(a) Pattern A (b) Pattern B

(c) Pattern C (d) Pattern D

Fig. 4.3 Simulation results of system blocking probabilities with different offered
traffic An and service/sojourn time distributions where D, E, and H represent
deterministic, exponential and hyperexponential service times, respectively, and
µ = 1,δ = 1,α = 1.2.
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Fig. 4.4 Simulation and approximation results for true and surrogate models (µ =
1,δ = 0,α = 1).

4.3.3 Numerical evidence of Fig. 4.1

In Fig. 4.4, we present blocking probabilities of the true and surrogate models ob-

tained by simulation as well as approximation results obtained by FPA and IESA-CN,

respectively. The results confirm our conceptual illustration depicted by Fig. 4.1. As

discussed previously, the surrogate model has relatively higher blocking probability

than the true model while the approximations underestimate the blocking probabili-

ties. These two effects appear to compensate each other. Therefore, by applying the

new IESA-CN approximation to the surrogate model, we reduce the approximation

error as compared to directly applying FPA to the true model.
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4.3.4 Relationship between the value of k∗ and the approxima-

tion result

As mentioned previously, the optimal value of the parameter k∗ in IESA-CN, which

is an estimate of the maximum number of BSs that a call has access to, is influenced

by the handover rate in the network. Therefore, we firstly present the relationship

between k∗ value and the approximation results in Fig. 4.5a for An = 8,δ = 0,

Fig. 4.5b for An = 8,δ = 1 and Fig. 4.5c for An = 9,δ = 1 in the 49-cell model with

all BSs active. The values of other input parameters are as shown as shown in the

captions of the figures.

In all three figures, the inverse relationship between k∗ and approximated block-

ing probability is consistent with Eqn. (4.14). As the handover rate or offered traffic

increases, the number of BSs that a call is expected to visit would increase. In line

with our expectation that the network congestion is easier to occur and spread out to

the entire network if a typical call visits more cells during its lifetime, the k∗ value

that gives the most accurate estimation result also increases from 9 in Fig. 4.5a to

11 in Fig. 4.5b and 25 in Fig. 4.5c. Meanwhile, as the value of k∗ increases, the

approximation result by IESA-CN approaches that by FPA. The intuitive explanation

is that when k∗ is very large, the giving up probability obtained by Eqn. (4.14)

approaches zero. Without the giving up mechanism, the surrogate model is the same

as the original model and thus the approximation results by applying IESA-CN on

the surrogate and by applying FPA on the original model are identical.

4.3.5 Accuracy of approximations in various network setups

In Fig. 4.6 – Fig. 4.9, we demonstrate the sensitivity of accuracy of FPA and IESA-

CN to input parameters including arrival rate λ , handover rate δ and level of asym-

metrical traffic distribution α . From the results, we observe consistency with our

discussion earlier in the chapter. FPA significantly underestimates blocking probabil-
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(a) An = 8,δ = 0 (b) An = 8,δ = 1

(c) An = 9,δ = 1

Fig. 4.5 The choice of the parameter k∗ in IESA-CN (µ = 1,α = 1).

ities in most cases due to the Poisson and independent assumptions, while IESA-CN

significantly improves the accuracy of approximations for Patterns A, B and C. In

addition, IESA-CN provides a conservative estimation as it gives blocking proba-

bilities that are higher than actual values, which is preferable and often adopted for

the purpose of network design [216]. On the other hand, both IESA-CN and FPA

are quite accurate for Pattern D as shown in Figs. 4.6d and 4.7d, where there is no

mutual traffic overflow so that the independence and Poisson errors due to overflow

traffic do not exist. We also show the results for networks with all BS turned on

in Figs. 4.8a and 4.9a. We see that IESA-CN is also accurate in a general cellular

network with no BS in sleep mode.

As demonstrated in this section, for all cases studied the proposed IESA-CN

is consistently more accurate than the FPA. While, despite that the computational
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efficiency of IESA-CN is not as well as FPA, it is much more efficient than the

simulation method. Note that for almost all the cases studied the errors of the system

and hot-cluster blocking probabilities estimated by the IESA-CN are within 20% of

the midpoint of the 95% confidence interval of the simulation results based on the

Student’s-t distribution.

Moreover, blocking probabilities in the range 10−3 – 10−2 is considered practical

for cellular networks and of particular interest of existing research (e.g., [6, 179,

189, 192, 218]). As shown in the figures in this section, the accuracy of IESA is

particularly high for the cases where the blocking probability is in this range. In

addition, IESA-CN is a conservative estimation which gives blocking probabilities

that are higher than actual values in most cases. In contrast, FPA is an aggressive

estimation which gives lower-than-actual estimation of blocking probabilities. In

many engineering applications such as network planning, conservative estimations

are usually more desirable [221].

4.3.6 CPU running time

Method Pattern Running time No. of iterations
FPA All-on 1.29s 48
IESA-CN All-on 118.96s 35
Markov Chain Simulation All-on 2.95h N/A
FPA A 0.97s 38
IESA-CN A 107.20s 36
Markov Chain Simulation A 2.96h N/A
FPA B 0.69s 30
IESA-CN B 71.63s 22
Markov Chain Simulation B 2.95h N/A
FPA C 0.31s 30
IESA-CN C 36.29s 20
Markov Chain Simulation C 2.77h N/A

Table 4.1 CPU running time of evaluation methods.
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(a) Pattern A (b) Pattern B

(c) Pattern C (d) Pattern D

Fig. 4.6 Simulation and approximation results of system blocking probabilities with
different offered traffic An (µ = 1,δ = 1,α = 1.2).

Table 4.1 shows the CPU running time of each evaluation method for selected

switching patterns. The running time of IESA-CN algorithm is approximately two

orders of magnitude higher than that of FPA due to the additional computations

required for hierarchical application of FPA on the surrogate model. However,

considering the improvement in accuracy and the fact that FPA is extremely fast, this

increase in running time is acceptable. On the other hand, IESA-CN is much faster

than the Markov chain simulation (which is faster than the discrete event simulation).

4.3.7 Non-homogeneous k∗

As described above, not all BSs have the same offered traffic. While the optimal

value of k∗ is dependent on the offered traffic, it is intuitive to think that instead
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(a) Pattern A (b) Pattern B

(c) Pattern C (d) Pattern D

Fig. 4.7 Relative errors of blocking probabilities with different offered traffic (µ =
1,δ = 1,α = 1.2).

of having a single value of k∗ for all the BSs in the network, assigning different

values of k∗ to individual BSs based on their offered traffic may yield more accurate

approximations at the BS level.

Fig. 4.10 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of relative errors

of individual BSs for three different selections of k∗ values, namely homogeneous

(all BSs use a single value of k∗, two-layer heterogeneous (the seven BSs in the

hotspot use k∗hotspot while others use k∗normal) and three-layer heterogeneous (the

central BS in the hotspot uses k∗center, the other six BSs in the hotspot use k∗hotspot

and all others use k∗normal). The results show that while heterogenous k∗ values could

improve the accuracy at the individual BS level, the homogeneous deployment is

sufficiently accurate for most cases. On the other hand, extra computing is needed
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(a) All-on case (An = 8.6) (b) Pattern A (An = 7)

(c) Pattern B (An = 4) (d) Pattern C (An = 2.6)

Fig. 4.8 Relative errors of blocking probability approximations with different levels
of asymmetric traffic distribution (µ = 1,δ = 1).

for heterogeneous deployments in the regression analysis for obtaining the optimal

k∗ for every BS, and for the IESA-CN algorithm itself. Therefore, we argue that a

single value of k∗ value across the system is preferable for the current setup.

However, we also acknowledge that heterogeneous k∗ may be beneficial in some

other specific cases. For example, a model where not all the cells have identical

number of neighbors may benefit from heterogeneous k∗. The reason is that in such

a system, cells with more neighbors have higher ability to spread out congestion than

cells with less neighbors. For now, we leave open the question of applying IESA-CN

with heterogeneous values of k∗.
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(a) All-on case (An = 8.6) (b) Pattern A (An = 7)

(c) Pattern B (An = 4) (d) Pattern C (An = 2.6)

Fig. 4.9 Relative errors of blocking probability approximations with different han-
dover rates (µ = 1,α = 1.2).

4.3.8 Discussions

In summary, using the IESA framework, our work in this chapter has successfully

addressed two new model-specific challenges:

1. In previous applications under the IESA framework such as [204, 208], the

variable k∗ is a constant, which is equal to the total number of server groups.

However, it is uncertain in cellular networks due to the locality and mobility

features. Both features may cause potential change of the set of BSs that a call

has overflow access to during service period of the call.

2. We design a new information exchange surrogate model and its corresponding

approximation for the overflow traffic in cellular networks due to BS sleeping
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Fig. 4.10 Performance comparison of using homogeneous and heterogeneous k∗ in
IESA-CN (Pattern A, An = 7,µ = 1,δ = 1,α = 1.2)

as well as the handover traffic. Unique features include resetting the values of

attributes ∆ and Ω for the handover calls, and extra sets of fixed-point solutions

as in (4.2) and (4.4).

4.4 Summary

IESA is a new, versatile and promising framework proposed to improve the accuracy

of the conventional FPA in order to address the challenging problem of blocking

probability estimation in partially accessible overflow loss systems. In this work,

we have proposed a suitable surrogate and the corresponding IESA-CN method

under this framework for a cellular network model with BS sleeping. Numerical

results have confirmed that our approximation under this surrogate is accurate, robust
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and computationally efficient considering the available alternatives: FPA, exact

Markov chain solution or computer simulation. We have also demonstrated that our

approximation is particularly accurate in the blocking probability range 10−3 – 10−2

normally used in practice.

To the best of our knowledge, our proposed approximation framework is the first

workable approach in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency for cellular

networks with (or without) BS sleeping operation, asymmetric offered traffic across

BSs and call mobility. The framework can then be used for a number of applications

including network design, admission control and resource allocation, which we leave

open for future research. We also acknowledge that modern and future technological

developments always give rise to further model extensions. In our case, there is a

scope for extending the model to include other considerations, such as, heterogeneous

BS deployment and non-identical cell sizes. A possible solution for models with

heterogeneous BS deployment is to apply IESA-CN along with moment matching

techniques, which has been applied with FPA in existing research to construct

approximation models of multi-layer cellular networks with arbitrary topology [203].

Incorporation of such issues in the model is planned for future work.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This thesis has surveyed techniques for energy conservation and presented an analyt-

ical method for performance analysis in cellular networks.

BS sleeping is a promising technique that does not require changing or upgrading

of hardware components, which is an important method to achieve the goal of saving

energy in cellular networks. This thesis has surveyed recent advancement in the

research of BS sleeping techniques in cellular networks. Both the academia and

network operators have been increasingly concerned with the skyrocketing energy

consumption in the last decade due to economical and ecological reasons. Given the

importance of this area has been quickly realized, it is now a popular topic because

of its huge environmental, economic, financial and social impacts. As most existing

network structures are designed for highest throughput, maximum coverage or the

ability to serve peak traffic, significant energy savings are possible by effective power

management schemes.

Fixed parts of energy consumption in BSs, such as those related to power supply

and air conditioning, are targets of saving by BS sleep mode techniques. This is

most appropriate for macro BSs whose fixed part energy consumption are high have

larger potential for energy saving. Meanwhile, in areas where the traffic is highly

variable so that the average traffic is low relative to peak traffic, BSs can be switched
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to sleep mode more frequently with more energy being saved. Also, the larger the

fixed proportion of energy consumption in BSs is (the case in macro BSs), the larger

amount of saving that can be possibly attained.

The thesis has also presented a comparative simulation study which has showed

that simplified models and assumptions may lead to inaccurate performance evalua-

tion of BS sleeping strategies. In particular, we have shown that ignoring the effect of

traffic-load-dependent factors on energy consumption may lead to noticeably higher

benefits as compared to the real situation.

On the other hand, trade-offs between energy saving and QoS measurements

such as call blocking probability exist when implementing BS sleeping techniques in

cellular networks. To address this issue, this thesis has proposed a novel method to

analytically approximate blocking probabilities in cellular networks with BS sleeping

technique under the IESA framework. The versatile and promising framework was

recently proposed to improve the accuracy of the conventional FPA in order to address

the challenging problem of blocking probability estimation in partially accessible

overflow loss systems by capturing state dependencies among server groups. By

adjusting a single parameter, we have adapted the original approximation under the

IESA framework to the cellular network model.

A suitable surrogate and the corresponding IESA-CN method on this surrogate

for a cellular network model with BS sleeping has been proposed in the thesis.

Extensive numerical results have demonstrated that the new approximation method is

accurate, robust and computationally efficient as compared to available alternatives

such as the FPA and Markov chain solution by solving steady-state equations or

computer simulation. The proposed algorithm has been shown to perform best in the

blocking probability range 10−3 – 10−2, which matches the common range found in

practical cellular networks.

As far as we know, there were no workable approaches in terms of accuracy

and scalability for cellular network models with (or without) BS sleeping opera-
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tion, asymmetric offered traffic across BSs and call mobility prior to the proposed

method in the thesis. Possible future research directions include using the obtained

approximation results to optimally choose a BS sleeping strategy under a certain

scenario and further improvement of the approximation in terms of accuracy and

computational efficiency.
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